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Abstract approved 

The simplified equations of motion proposed by Morton to de

termine the extent of vertical travel of a forced plume in a linear 

density stratified environment were re-written and solved in a way 

which allowed them to be applied to any non linear profile of density. 

For application to any specific situation it was shown that the solution 

did not have to commence from a virtual point source, but rather 

could start from the actual source of finite diameter, progressing in 

steps through a number of segments of variable length. In each seg

menta linear density gradient was specified which closely approxi

mated the actual gradient. A method was developed to find the virtu

al point source, however, for those cases requiring the comparison 

of flows in a linear gradient. 

The equations of motion provided a method for achieving simi

larity between model and prototype and this method was employed in 



designing the physical model studies incorporated in this study. 

Experimental values of maximum penetration and of the posi

tion of the horizontally-spreading layer were obtained in a one meter 

deep tank of 2. 4 meters diameter. Stratification was obtained with 

salt solutions of varying densities. The results from runs using five 

different gradients and the results of analyzing the experiments of 

others demonstrated that the method is suitable for obtaining a rough 

approximation of the location of the bottom of the horizontal layer. 

Its use for estimating maximum penetration is discounted on both 

theoretical grounds and experimental evidence. Both levels were un

derestimated by the mathematical model, in comparison to the ex

perimental values. 

A computer program was employed to solve the equations, and 

rounding errors as well as inefficient methods of quadrature were 

found to account for as much as forty percent of the discrepancy be

tween observed and predicted values. 
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VERTICAL JET DIFFUSION IN NON LINEAR 
DENSITY STRATIFIED FLUID 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Jet diffusion is involved in at least three currently important 

problems confronting sanitary engineers: (1) dispersion of liquid 

wastes from outfall sewers, (2) dispersion of stack gases into the at

mosphere, and (3) mixing of density stratified impoundments. The 

first two are well known and their relationships to the theoretical 

study of jet diffusion has long been established. The third problem 

has many interesting facets, only a portion of which can be investigat

ed via the same theory. Because this is a relatively new application, 

additional background information may prove valuable. 

Mixing of Stratified Reservoirs 

Frequently, storage capacity is included in multi-purpose re

servoirs for downstream water quality control, but unfortunately, 

this storage in itself may impair quality. To combat this, mechanical 

mixing has been employed and is currently considered among the pas

sible methods of quality control. For a general discussion of this 

problem the reader is referred to Symons, Weibel, and Robeck (1964). 

Mechanical mixing has also been used to prevent or remove ice for

mations from reservoir surfaces and these applications provide the 
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bulk of the technical documents available on the subject. 

The physical nature of a reservoir which causes the problem to 

develop is related primarily to the density-temperature function of 

water which allows a body of water to become density stratified under 

the influence of solar energy and wind induced surface currents. 

Hutchinson (1957) gives a good presentation of the physics of stratifi

cation and the types of density-depth profiles which have been found. 

They are customarily non-linear. Of secondary importance, at least 

in fresh water impoundments, is the density gradient induced by the 

varying concentratwn of dis solved salts. 

Returning to the cases where m1xing has been employed, eight 

tests have been reviewed in which diffused air was employed at rates 

ranging from 0. 03 to 3 cubic feet per minute per acre foot (cfm/AF) 

of volume. One test (Patriarche, 1961) in which the aeration rate 

was between 0. 06 and 0. 08 cfm/AF was unsuccessful while the others 

were considered successful. Although the data are incomplete, it ap

peared that the higher rates were associated with shorter operating 

times hence the energy inputs per unit volume were not as widely 

separated as the rates. Several attempts at mixing have also been 

made using pumps to transfer cold water from the hypolimnion to the 

warm epilimnion where, when discharged from a pipe, mixing occurs 

by jet diffusion. However, sufficient data for comparison of energy 

requirements are not available. The point to be made is that these 
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devices are be1ng used, and considered for additional use, in spite of 

the fact that nowhere has a rational or fundamental basis for such a 

design been set forth. 

Improving the Design 

It seems only reasonable that the size of the reservoir, the de

gree of stratification, the power of the "device" and the time it 1s to 

operate are involved in the design. 

The items of power and time have two limits imposed on them 

an economic and a natural limit. If it turns out that an energy expend

iture of X horsepower-hours (Hp-hrs) is required to reduce the 

stratification a certain amount, this can be achieved with any set of 

values for power and time such that their product equals X. How

ever, a massive pump which would operate for a short time would not 

necessarily be the most economical arrangement since its first cost 

would be extremely high and its unit operating cost would be low. On 

the other extreme it is realized that the natural forces causing strat

ification operate on a cycle somewhat less than annual and hence any 

small pump requiring an ope rating time greater than this is naturally 

unacceptable. 

Many choices are available to the engineer and to narrow down 

the discussion, only vertically oriented devices will be considered 

further even though devices discharging horizontally are occasionally 
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used in this practice. 

Whether discharging from a line source or a point source, when 

a vertical device is used, the degree to which stratification is changed 

by mixing can be related to the volurne flux, and the location of the 

horizontally spreading mixed layer. In addition to location, the vela-

city of the spreading layer is important since high velocities encour

age additional entrainment by vertical mixing across the density 

boundary. Abraham (1963) provided additional comments on this. 

These parameters can be related to conditions at the termina

tion of a zone of vertical jet diffusion. A rational basis of pump or 

aerator selection will be provided, if the required terminal condi

tions can be related to the physical source variables and the density 

gradient in the fluid. For a single point source these variables would 

be the jet or orifice diameter, D., the velocity of discharge, v.'
J J 

the initial density difference between the jet fluid and the receiving 

fluid, .6p .. 
l 

The Problem to be Solved 

Before approaching the problem of optimizing the selection of 

input devices, it is first necessary to be able to relate the input var

iable s to conditions at the onset of the horizontally spreading layer. 

At present, as the literature review will show, these relationships 

are not available. By assuming a completely quiescent ambient fluid, 
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the problem is greatly simplified. Abraham (1963) has given an ap

proximate solution to the basic portion of this problem, but the spe

cifically desired answers are not readily available. This study will 

be an attempt to solve specifically for: 

1. The maximum height reached by a forced plume, 

2. the initial volume flux in the horizontally spreading mixed 

layer, 

3. the location of the horizontally spreading mixed layer. 

The solution is to be sought for the case of a single circular source. 

Fundamentals and Definitions 

In elementary fluid mechanics practical solutions to problems 

are frequently found by idealizing the flow to neglect friction. Deter

mining the trajectory of a jet of water in air and the coefficient of 

contraction for flow from a Borda mouthpiece are examples of fruit

ful utilization of ideal flow approximations. Unfortunately, when a 

liquid jet is discharged into a liquid this simplification can no longer 

be accepted due to the important action of viscous friction. Preserv

ing the simplifications of steady, incompressible flow with no velocity 

fluctuations (laminar), fluid motion can be described by means of the 

Navier- Stokes equations. The net force of gravity is cancelled when 

both liquids are of the same density and by specifying additionally 

that no angular component of velocity exists (two dimensional 
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axisymmetric), the equations of motion are written as: 

2 2 
v ov v ov a v ov v a v 

r r z r aP r 1 r r r 
+ = + v(-- +--- -- +--) I-1or oz p or 2 2 ~ 2or r or r uz 

2 2 
v OV v ov ~ a v av a v 

r z z z uP z 1 z z 
+ =--tv(--+--+--) I-2or oz ar 2 az 2 paz r or 

The equation of continuity for these specifications is: 

ov v ov 
r r z
+-+--=0 I- 3or r az 

The symbol, v, represents the kinematic viscosity, P, the pres

sure, and the other symbols are defined in Figure l. 

v 
z 

With this fundamental theoretical 

background, early investigators 

attempted to develop a theory to 

describe the nature of jet diffu

sian. 

Figure 1. 
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II. PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS 

Development of the Theory 

Laminar Jet 

When a fluid is discharged through a circular orifice into an in

finitely large expanse of similar fluid at rest, fluid is entrained from 

z the s tationa: ry fluid due to vis

cous forces. The downstream 

velocity is decreased as more 

and more fluid partakes in the 

flow. Although the affected area 

ideally extends to r = ±"oo, for 

some arbitrarily small value of 

v , the horizontal distance, 
z 

r , at which v is obtained 
0 z 

describes a line (on an axial 

plane) whose equation is 

n
Figure 2. r = Y]Z • In 1 9 3 3 Schlichting

0 

(1960) gave an exact solution for this type of problem by assuming 

(1) that the pressure in the main direction of flow was nearly con

stant, (2) the velocity in the r direction was everywhere small 

compared to that in the z direction, (3) that the spatial rate of 

r 
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change of v is much greater in the radial than in the longitudinal
z 

direction. The latter two assumptions are the essence of the "bound

ary layer approximations" which had been recently advanced to solve 

flow problems involving solid boundaries. (Schlichting, 1960, page 109).. 

Their use in "free boundary'' flows as in jet diffusion and wakes was 

only now emerging.. By comparing the order of magnitude of the terms 

involved in Equation I-2, (Schlichting, 1960, page 182) he showed that 

o2 
v /oz 2 

could be neglected giving: 
z 

ov ov ~ ov z z 1 u z 
v -- + v = v.,--(r-) II-1 

z oz r or r or or 

Similarly he showed that all the terms of I-1 were insignificant com

pared to II-1 and could be neglected entirely. The key to the solution 

was in the next assumption that the velocity profile was of constant 

form at all sections. It is this assumption which characterizes a 

group known as "similarity solutions." Knowing, or assuming, the 

flow at some section, say the orifice, provided the boundary condi

tion of K, the kinematic momentum flux, 

2 
K = 2rr f v z rdr II-2 

0 

which is constant. 
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The solution was given in terms of the parameter ~' where: 

t - ~[!!;Ks - II-3 
vz 161T 

3K 1 
as v = II-4 

z 81TVZ(lt _!_ ~2)2 
4 

and 
v = II- 5 

r 

Fur thermo re, 0, the volume flux, was found to be: 

0 = 81TVZ II-6 

which is seen to be independent of the inlet flux 0 .. 
J 

Andrade (1937) tested Schlichting 1s solution in a smalllabora

tory apparatus and found good results between Reynolds number=55 

to 300. For Reynolds number (NR) > 180 the velocity distribution 

at the orifice could be assumed uniform in order to compute K. 

Turbulent Jet (No Buoyancy) 

The study of turbulent jets which are free from boundary ef

fects was enhanced because turbulent friction is so much greater than 

laminar friction in the main flow that laminar friction may be neg

lected. FUrthermore because there are no walls, it was not neces

sary to consider the laminar sublayer which ordinarily could not be 
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neglected. Since the observed nature of turbulent jet dispersion ex

hibited similar characteristics to the laminar jet; namely (a) the ex

tent of lateral flow involvement was small compared to the longitudi

nal extent and (b) the lateral gradients of velocity were much greater 

than those in the main direction of flow, the use of Prandtl' s bound

ary layer approximations again allowed a 2 
v /oz 2 

to be neglected, 
z 

as well as the equation for the r direction. Consequently, the 

equations of motion were written in identical form as for the laminar 

case, i.e. 

2a--v av a v av 
z z z 1 z 

v +v = E (-- +--) II-7 
z oz r or T or r or 

where the overbar designates the time average, In solving this equa

tion simultaneously with the continuity equation (Equation l-3) which 

remains unchanged, it was necessary to ernploy assumtions regard

ing based on empirical evidence. Prandtl' s mixing length thea-ET 

ry was successfully employed for this purpose (Schlichting, 1960, p. 

591). Although normally expressed as 

Il-8 

Prandtl also hypothesized a relationship for free stream turbulence 

(as a jet) which expressed ET as proportional to the width of the 

mixing zone and velocity fluctuations in the transverse direction, i.e. 
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= cr v' II-9 
o r 

where the prime designates the fluctuating component. Additional 

evidence extended this to include the dependence of v' on 
r 

hence 

= c r v Il-l 0 
1 o z<t, 

He used the similarity assumption with n = 1, hence 

r 
0 

and thus, 

= c zv 
3 z<t; II-11 

For the laminar jet, and supported by empirical evidence of turbulent 

jets, 

then 

II-12 

a constant, 

Employing ET as a constant, the situation was entirely analo

gous to the laminar case where v was a constant and the results 

were: (the time average quantities designated above by the overbar, 

as v , are henceforth represented without the overbar) 
z 
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v 
z 

3 
(~-1 )

4 
v =--...:0_2_2_ f[f;

r 

z(l +! ) 

~ __r_ ~ -e zJ~ 
T 

Q = 8Tie z 
T 

The constant e must be determined empirically.
T 

(1960, p. 608)used E =0,0161-!K
T 

hence, 

7. 41-JK 
v = 

z ~ 2 2 
z(l +4 ) 

3 
v = 0. 244.fK (~-5_ ) 

r ~ 2 2 4 
z(l +4 ) 

r 
~ = 15. 2

z 

Q = 0. 405-JK'z 

II-13 

II-14 

II-15 

II-16 

Schlichting 

II-1 7 

II-18 

II-19 

II-20 

Possessing a knowledge of the velocity field and the volume 
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flux is not, however, the ultimate goal since the final temperature 

(or density) of the water from the jet is de sired. Applying Prandtl1 s 

hypothesis of momentum transfer to the case of heat transfer would 

imply that the temperature distribution would be the same as the ve

locity distribution, i.e.: 

dv 
z dT 

T = pe - and q = c pe - II-21,22
T dz p H dz 

dv dv dv
2 z z 2 z dT 

T = p£ ~~~~ and q = c p£ 1-1- II- 23, 24 
p ' dz dz 

While such a situation is frequently observed in flows influenced by 

walls, it is not found in free turbulence: here the temperature dis

tribution is spread out, as shown schematically below. 

v distribution 

Figure 3. 

By way of symptomatic adjustment, the profil~s are accounted for if 

- 2e or in terrns of the mixing lengths; . "./7 £ 
T T 
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There is, however, a theoretical justification for this result based 

on Taylor's (1915) vorticity transfer theory which assumes that a 

two dimensional eddy conserves its vorticity. The theory predicts 

the sarne value of eddy viscosity as Prandtl's theory and hence leads 

an 1'd t' ve 1oc1ty d' 'butlon.-. l/ T 1 (1932) d escr1 h'1sto en 1ca1 . 1str1 ay or 'bes t 

theory and its differences from Prandtl's momentum transfer theory 

in a very straightforward n1anner and then shows that for heat trans

fer, his theory predicts a temperature distribution (adjusted for coin

cidence of maximums) which is the square root of the velocity distri

bution, or that EH = 2E T" The experin1ental studies of Fage and Fal

kner (1932) and, according to Schlichting, (1960) those of Reichardt 

(1942-not seen, 1944) show good agreement for this result. The dis

tribution equations are not given here since they pertain to plane (two 

dimensional) flow. 

The extension of the vorticity transport theory seemed a natur

a1 step but as Taylor (1935) pointed out, the resulting equations are 

useless due to their complication, unless simplifying assumptions 

are made. A special type of 3 dimensional flow - that exhibiting sym

metry around an axis - reduces the equations to a type containing two 

This is actually a special case of two dimensional flow and the 
only one where the results would be similar. Here the turbulence in 
the direction of flow can be neglected, and turbulence can be consid
ered to be restricted to the coordinate transverse to the direction of 
flow. In other two dimensional cases where the longitudinal turbu
lence cannot be neglected, the results are different. 

1 
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coordinates and is one such assumption. Taylor then assumed that 

the nature of the turbulence is such that the components of vorticity 

are transferred without change to a new position and the eddy retains 

these components until mixing occurs with the surroundings. The use 

of this assumption constitutes the ''modified vorticity transport" the

ory. 

Goldstein (1935) simplified the general theory for axisymmetric 

flows by assuming, in addition, that the turbulence was symmetric 

about the same axis. 

Goldstein (l938a) compared results on velocity profiles obtain

ed by Schlichting and Prandtl in the wake of axisymmetric bodies in 

order to evaluate these various theories. Incidentally, it should be 

noted that, judging from Schlichting's (1960) work, the distribution 

functions in the wake of an axisymmetric body are similar to the dis

tribution functions in an axisymmetric jet in a medium of equal den

sity. He found a poor fit to their data with the momentum transfer 

theory, Equation II-25, which is plotted as curve 1 in Figure 4. 

v 3/2 2 
z 

=[l-0.293(~ ] II-25 
v 

zmax 

With two solutions of the vorticity transfer theory with sym

metrical turbulence he found a good fit only in the middle range of 

data. In the first (curve 2), £ was assumed to be proportional to 
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II- 26 

16 

1/r, as shown in Equation II- 26. 

v 4 r 5/2 18 r 5/2 1 r 15/2z 
= 1-s-<· 863R_) + 1 75(. 863 R) +I 225 (. 863R) +... 

zmax 

v 
z 

v 
zmax 

1 " ' ' .A -----' '/~
'\ \ 

. 8 \ \ 

\ Cu.rve Z 

.6 

.4 

..., 
,L. 

.5 r;R 

\ 

] r:
',_) z 

l 

Curve 4 

Figure 4. 

ThisIn the second solution (Curve 3) was presun1ed 

equation was: 

v 3 z 
z 

[1-0. Z93(i) ] II- 27 
v 

zmax 

Using the nwdified vorticity transfer theory resulted in curve 4, 

Equation II- 28. 

v 
z 1 4 r 3/ 2 14 r 3 7 r 9/Z 

v =3[3-3{1.225R) +81(1.225R)- 6561(1.225R) - .... ] 
zmax 

II-28 
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v 
zmax 

= 

r 
0 

v 

Figure 5. 

From Goldstein's text of the 

experimental procedure the 

schematic description shown 

in Figure 5 was deduced as 

zrnax an aid in describing the 
2 

terms. In regard to the tem

perature distribution, Gold-

stein had no experimentally obtained data to compare against so he 

plotted the four curves and mentioned that none seemed to be satis

factory. This result is shown later in Figure 6. 

Curve 1 is: _T_;;T;.__ = (1-0. 293(~)3/2]2 Il,-29 
max 

as for v /v and 
z zmax 

T
Curve 2 is: II-30

T 
max 

Curve 3 is: T =1-0. 293(~) 3 
II- 31 

T 
max 

which is the square root of v /v
z zmax 
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Curve 4 is: 

In Equation II- 30, 

and 

T 
T 

max 

11 
1 

= 0. 863r/R 

II-32 

In Equation II-32, 

and 

11 
1 

= 1. 2 2 5 r /R 
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1 
.... .... 

' 

Curve 2',~ 
.8 ' \ 

\\\ Curve 3T \ 
'T .6 max 

.4 Curve 4
Curve 

. 2 

. r:: 
-~ 1 1.5 2 2.5 r/R 

Figure 6. 

Each of the above equations employs R which is considered propor

tional to r , which in turn is proportional to z. 
0 

Howarth (1938) following the work of Goldstein (19 38a) carried 

out the derivation of the formulae for the most pertinent case of the 

axisymmetric jet and compared it with the work of Tollmien (1945) 

and of Ruden (1933). The results for the cases of axially symmetric 

turbulence appear to the author as no better than Goldsteins 1 while 

the cases of momentum transfer theory (Tollmien) and the vorticity 

transfer theory seem to apply satisfactorily. Unless Howarth had 

Ruden's original data, not much confidence can be placed in a com

parison based on the graphs shown in the published work (Ruden 1933} 
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since the scale is very small and no data points are plotted -merely 

a curve. Furthermore, the equations are left in a cumbersome form 

and will not be reproduced here. Tomotika (1938a and 1938b) addres

sed himself to the same topics as Goldstein and Howarth except he 

did not consider the case of symmetric turbulence, which is no de

traction, nor did he develop the temperature distribution function for 

the jet. For the velocity component in the direction of the jet he 

iound: 

v z 2.J 2 31 2 1 1 3 1, 363.J2 9/2 592,111 6 
v = 1 - 3.J 3 'l + 8l 'l 61,236.J3'l +358,230,600'1 - ... 

zmax 

II- 33 
r 

where 'l = --
2/3

c z 

The value for c was not specified but Tomotika effectively evalu

ated it by forcing his curve through the point v jv = 0. 5, 'l 
z zmax 

which was specified by the experimental data Tollmien used. The 

equation fit the data nearly as well as Tollmien 1s equation. (Toll

2/3
mien found '1/c = 3.4 @edge of wake.) 

Kuethe (1935) investigated the velocity profile in the region 

near the mouth of the jet rather than far downstream as did the other 

authors. As a first approximation he employed an equation similar 

to Schlichting 1s and with this value for the mainstream component of 

velocity substituted for v into the inertial terms of the equation
z 
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of motion, he solved for v in the frictional term. The in.tegra
z 

tion was constrained so that the profiles of the first and second ap

proximations were coincident at the edge of the mixing region and at 

the boundary of the core. The final equations are not convenient to 

reproduce here. What is important, was his experimental verifica

tion - both of his work and of Tollmien's. His solution very accru

ately predicted the velocity distribution out to about 4. 4 diameters 

and Tollmien' s was accurate after 9. 3 diameters. He showed that a 

central core existed whose center line velocity was maintained con

stant at the center line velocity in the orifice for 4. 4 diameters do'Wil

stream, and that the profile was changed from essentially rectangu

lar to the typical jet profile in that distance. 

Turbulent Plume (No Momentum) 

W. Schmidt (1941) added to the more complete understanding of 

the case of diffusion of an axisymmetric heated jet by considering the 

case of no initial 1nomentum; the motion being caused by the buoyan

cy associated with a heat induced density difference. (The resulting 

mixing region in this case is frequently called a plume). Using the 

assumptions of similarity of profiles, constant heat flux, and a mix

ing length = cz he showed that 

= f (I])Z -1/3v II- 34 
z 1 
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f (ll)z -5/3 II-35 
2 

The functions of ll were given in a series expansion. Rouse, ap

parently unaware that Schmidt had solved the problem also reported 

(Rouse, Yih, Humphreys, 1952) on the case of buoyancy only. How

ever, he employed slightly different assumptions. Rouse used bound

ary layer type approximations for the equations of motion and assum

ed that p>>.6 p. as well as the mixing length form of the eddy diffu
1 

sian factor. The result of these simplifications was that the axial 

gradient of momentum flux was found to be equal to the buoyancy of a 

transverse layer of unit thickness. Then assuming similarity at all 

transverse sections he showed that: 

r 
II- 36 

cz 

-l/3 II-37vz{ ~ z 

-5/3
= g.6p I"( z II-38 

5/3Q e:Ktz II-39 

4/3
K ...cz II-40 

1/3G c<:z II-41 

where G is the unit buoyant force 
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II-42 

where W = source output of weight deficiency, or flux of incremental 

weight. 

Note here that W is constant along the axial direction whereas 

with the jet, K was. 

He then employed dimensional analysis to establish 

v z = f ( z , r , p , W)
1 

and 

tsy = f (z, r, p, W)
2 

and then in accordance with his analytical development he set 

v 
z r = f (-) II-43

3 z 

and 

t;,y. 
w2 1/3 

<Ef-> 

= r 
f (-)
4 z 

II-44 

z 

To fully express the functional relationship it was necessary to as

sume some form of profile and to fit his experimental results he 

chose the Gaussian function. Incidently, he first showed that NR 

5
for turbulent mixing could be set at 10 and the height z at 

E 

which the plume became turbulent was: 
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II-45 

where W was evaluated from: 

W = - gq/c T II-46 
p 

using the approximation that 

.6T 
- - II-47

T 

Finally, he found: 

v 
z 

II-48 

2 1/3 2 2 
= _11 ( p (- W) ] e - 7 1 r / z II-49.6'{ 5 

z 

II- 50 

Flow Into Density Stratified Fluid (Linear Gradient) 

Batchelor (1954), in a very readable lecture, Y reviewed the 

problem, pointing out explicitly how .6y comes to be considered as 

a variable. Using purely a dimensional argument with the aid of the 

similarity principle he arrived at the same form as Rouse, Yih, and 

2 
Although not a part of the problem here considered, it is worth

while to note that Batchelor mentions an unpublished work of G. I. Tay

lor's asserting the identical flow regime from a line sourc~ of air 
bubbl~c, as for a line sourc~ of heat. 
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Humphreys (19 52). He cons ide red the mixing length argument of 

Schmidt (1941) as an unsatisfactory approach, and presumably, there

fore, also Rouse 1 s. He then extended his argun1ent to the case of a 

buoyant plume in an unstable stratified surrounding fluid. He claimed 

similarity solutions do not exist for a stable environment, a frequent 

occurrence in the atmosphere. 

Priestley and Ball (1955), however, assumed similarity of pro

files, and found the same form of solution with respect to z, but 

containing also aT /oz. They found a solution for the case where 
s 

v and tsy could be assumed to follow the same Gaussian profile 
z 

(requiring an experimentally evaluated constant). 

For neutral conditions, i.e., aT /oz = 0 
s 

3 3 1/3D~ D. v.
-3W J J ]v = II- 512 (l- 2 2) +z 3 3

2Tic p z 4c z 8c z 

2 D 3 3 -l/3-WT D . v . 
.6T = ~--s-[ -3W (l- j ) + J J ] II- 52 

2 2 2 4 2 2 3 3 
Tig p C Z 21TC p Z C Z 8c z 

The choice of the term v. 1s this writer 1 s, Priestley having employ
J 

ed the value of v i.e. v at z = z where equals the
zV z v 

height above the origin (virtual source). Similarly D. is employed 
J 

rather than 2r at z = z . The substitution seems to be suggestive
0 v 

of a more general solution where there is initial momentum. 

Before considering the case of thermal stratification they 
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suggested forming dimensionless quantities v and z from 
z 

-·•,• 

v = v /v
z z z>:: 

= ( )1/3-3:where 
21TC p Z 

hence 
1-v~:d l/3 

II-53'n ] 
z z 

From this it is seen that the fluid will accelerate upward if 

>:~ 3 
v. < 2/3 and will decelerate upwards otherwise. 

J 

With aT /az positive, Priestley and Ball's solution can be 
s 

solved numerically, but not analytically. The method involves the 

condition that aT I az is independent of z and zaT /az is ef
s s 

fectively constant. They developed a dimensionless measure of stra

tification, 2 , defined as 

3 zv IaT&=<---s)ll/4 
II- 54 

2 T,.. az.,. 

where 

T,,,.,. = II-55 

and then 

,,, II- 56 .,. 
dz 
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For the case where v. = 0, a substitution allowed further simplifi-
J 

cation and prediction of a ceiling height. 

Initial Independent Variation of Buoyancy and Momentum 

Morton, Taylor, and Turner (1956) used a slightly different ap

proach to the problem. They assumed that the effects of turbulence 

cause the rate of inflow to the plume, at the edge of the plume, to be 

related to some characteristic velocity in the plume at that height, an 

assumption first employed by Taylor in 1945 (Taylor 1945). This 

amounts to saying 

o(Q-Q.)
J = f(v ) II-57 oz z 

It was noted that "similarity" solutions were not entirely acceptable 

since the situation predicted is obviously violated where the plume 

spreads out horizontally. They too pointed out that a pertinent vari

able is (ps-p)g, the buoyant force per unit volume. The source 

strength, however, must be referred to some chosen density when a 

density gradient exists in the fluid. They chose at z = zV, i. e. ,Ps 

To proceed with their analysis they selected as the sec

tion velocity representative of the turbulent entrainment phenomenon, 

and further assumed similarity of profiles at each section (in the low-

e r portion of the plume, at least), and that the local variations in den

sity are small compared to the reference density. The solution is 
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carried out for op /oz linear, identical Gaussian profiles for 
s 

v z and .6 p, zV = 0, and K = 0 at z = 0, thus the solution re

quires that the problem is reduced to describing the flow from a vir

tual point source caused by buoyancy only. By making the change of 

variables 

J = r v II-- 58 
0 z 

2
:2._ = r v II- 59 

0 z 

2W 
r v ~ and II-60 

0 z p 

4 = -gdps II- 61 
p dz

sV 

and then making dimensionless ratios 

II-62 

II-63 

where c is the entrainment coefficient or rather, the ratio of en

trainment velocity to the centerline velocity. 
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1T 1;2 1I 4 1/ZJ 
..,_.,, 4 Psv 

J -- II-64 
23/4W. 3/4 

1 

27/8 1/4 1/2_}/8 1/4 
,,, 1T c psV z 

z 
,,, 

= II-65 
w_1/4 

1 

The generalized equations gave rning the motion are: 

,,, 

d~-·- ':< 
--,,_ = J II-66 
dz 

,,, 

II-67 

II-68-,,_ 

dz 
,,, 

,,_ 

The boundary conditions are: when z 
,,, 

= 0, 

,,, 

J 
,,, 

0 

:< .,,,,_ 

= 0 

:::.: 
These equations were integrated numerically from z = 0 to,.,. 0. 9 

and from 0, 9 to 2. 8 by a finite difference method, the first terms rep

resenting the solution to W. Schmidt's problem. The vanishing of 
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v 
,J, ....~..2 '•' '•' . 

= J /~ when z = z 2.8 corresponds to the maximum 
z max 

,,,.,, 
plume height. At z = 2. 125, .6p vanishes. To express their re

,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, .,, ,,, 

sults in terms of v r and .6y they used 
z ' 0 ' 

3/8 1/4 ,,, 
.,, '•' .,, rag Psv ::1.. 

r = - ,,, II-69 
0 1 2 1 4 '•'0. 82c / w. / J 

1 

0 86 1/2 1/4 
,,, . v c p v J,,,'''2 .,, z s 

v = ,,, II-70 
z W.1/4.J/8 ~-·-

1 

,,, 1/2.,, o. 61c g.6ec,y = II-71 
5/8 3/4w 1/4

-41 Psv i 

They speculated that the thickness of the mixed horizontal layer will 

,,, 

be h 
,,, 

= 2. 8 = 2. 1 = 0. 7 and that the distance above the source to 

,,, 

the center of this layer, z~ = 2. 45. Figure 7 below shows, how

ever, that .6Y and v become increasingly large near the source 
z 

which is due only to the mathematical nature of the solution. 

From the defining equation for z 
:::~ 

, rearranging gives 

1/4 >:~ 
0.41W. z 

1 
z =---:----:----;- II-72 

1/2 3/8 1/4 
c .4 psV 

,,,,,, 

In their experimental results they assumed z was 2. 8, hence 
max 
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1 

T 1/4 
l. 15 v.i 

z II-73 = ( 1/2 1/4)(-3-:-/~max 
c Psv /J 

W. and )} as well as p being known, z was compared
~ sV max 

1/4
W. 

with ( 
1 

) with excellent results. In evaluating c,r was
jj 3/8 0 

l 
chosen as the value of r for which hence r =O.ll2zv z = -;vz4_ ' 0 

and c = 0. 093 (For This Result See Appendix I). 

In the above analysis z was v 
taken as zero but the experimen3 

tal data showed a slope intersect

ing the z axis at -5. 2 em when 

z = 0 was taken at the actual 

z source. The authors then sug

gested selecting an 11 effective 
1 

r 11 
, r , equal to r when 

~:' o eo 
6'{ 

l 
v = -- v and allowing this 

z 100 z{. 

point to coincide with In1Dr 
D. 

this case then zV =:fa = 5. Scm. 

(See Appendix II) and they concluded that the measurement for z 

should be made from the virtual source. In other words, the actual 

D. 
source is at z = __L • 

. 48 

F. H. Schmidt (19 57) remarked that Priestley and Ball's solution 

l 2 3 

Figure 7. 
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could be generalized to include Tollmien 1 s solution to the jet problen1 

and W. Schmidt's solution to the plume problem. He did this without, 

however, making any assumptions regarding the form of the velocity 

and /sy profiles. For a uniform density he gave 

2 
3c gzV Q. 8f(v.) -3 1/3

1
II-72v =[ l + l (-f-) ] 

~ 
2TTC c D . z D. v 

2 3 J J 

2 2 
QjTzV 3c gzv Qj 8f(v.) -3 -l/3

1 
= 2 2 [ 2 +_ ___,3J'-- <-f-) ] II-73 

c D. z 2Tic c D. z D. V 
3 J 2 3 J J 

The constants c , c , and c depend on the form of the velocity
1 2 3 

profile, the temperature profile, and the experimentally determined 

rate of entrainment. (Dimensionally, the function of v must be 
j 

3 3
proportional to Z V. , ) 

J 

He found theoretical objections to the use of the error function 

for these profiles, especially with respect to v (usually neglected 
r 

because of its small magnitude), and suggested instead a gamma func

tion 

1 8 - 1. 8 
11v =v (z)[1-l. 811 · ]e II-74 

z z{ 

Morton continued his efforts toward a general solution in two 

similar papers (19 59a, 19 59b) and introduced the term ''forced plume''; 

the jet being a special case of momentum discharge only, and a plume 
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being the special case of buoyancy only. The following development 

is from (1959a) unless special discussion or detail warrants refer

ence to the other paper, in which case it will be noted. The nomen

clature, for the most part, is from Morton, Taylor, and Turner 

(19 56) or from other previously used relationships. Initially he for

malized the case for uniform surroundings when the forced plume has 

either positive or negative buoyancy and positive or negative momen
2 2 

-96r /z
tum.l/ He adopted Rouse's (1952) profiles, namely e for 

-7lr 
2/z 2 

velocity and e for the width of the profile 

being Ar 
0 

Using 

1
J = r v II-75 

u 0 Zf ..[2 

2 2 
A r v b;y 

0 z$ 
= II-76lu 2 

(l+A )psV 

2 
= r v II-77.:lu 0 zct

where the subscript, u, represents the special case for uniform 

surroundings. 

3
The sign convention now employed is this: K. is + if the jet is 

pointed in the tz direction and wi is +if the buoyanl force acts initial
ly in the tz direction; and v. v. It will be necessary to provide the 

sign for K from inspection of the system, hence ±"K. will appear in 
subsequent relationships; however, the +or - sign 

1
for W. will appear 

algebraically as a result of its definition, employing the lerm (p -p.). 
s J 
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2 
II-78 

The physical meanings are: 

TipJ ::.: momentum f1 .. ·< 
u 

= buoyancy flux II-79 

Tip. a = mass flux II-80 
J u 

2
K. = 1Tp.J . = initial momentum flux II- 81 

1 J U1 

w. =TIP v-;?. = initial buoyancy flux (differs II-82 
1 S U1 

fro1n Morton, Taylor and 

Turner (19 56) by a factor of 1/ 2). 

M. = TIP.~ . = initial mass flux II- 83 
1 J U1 

Mathematically, discharge from a virtual source with K. and W. 
1 1 

requires M. =0, hence Morton cons ide red this case first. Dimen
1 

sionless quantities 

..,, J ,,, u 
J = II-84 

u IJ ui I 

.... J(l +A 2) I~ . I 
;;f' = 

U U1 
II-8 5 

u 
23/4cl/2IJ .!5/2 

U1 

23/4cl/2zj(l+A2)j;z;' .j 
~::: U1 

z = II-86 
IJ .!3/2 

U1 
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and the fact that ~ = -fr . provided the following equations of mo-
U Ul 

tion: 

II-87 

= ...{~:~ 
...,.. -<.. II-88 
'•' u

dz 
u 

The boundary conditions were: 

,,_ ,,_ ,,, ,,, 

when z = 0, and J = sign J .. 
u U Ul 

His solution can be simplified by limiting consideration to 

sign J . = + and sign "f. . = + 
Ul Ul 

The solution of this set is, in terms of J'\ 
u 
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The results were conveniently displayed graphically as 

1/2
II>( !sy. r
-'-u 1 o 

z vs. --- N----------------~- ~ r 
u ~:< D 1/2 1/2 l/2 o

J j vj psVu 

i.e. , a measure of the width of the plume and as 

z vs. v 
u zt 

i.e., a measure of axial velocity. 

The graph in Figure 8 shows both the initial influence of momentum 

and the ultimate influence of buoyancy. 

Mass Flux as Independent Variable 

A more exacting solution which allowed independent variation of 

the initial mass flux, M., from the source K., W., and M., re
1 1 1 1 

quired consideration of the effects of the finite area of discharge. 

The governing differential equations were the same but the boundary 

conditions became: 

when 

z 0, J :: 1' 
u u 
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where 

II-89 

10 

8 

:0:< 
z 6 

u 

4 

2 

I 
Plume j:y 

I 
,,_.,. 

J 
u 

/ 
/ 

~ 
/ 

/ 
Forced 

Plume 

Jet 

I 
I / 

I'/ 4J
,!<2 

u ~~ ,,_.,, 
.ib u 

2 4 6 
::<2 

4J 
u --,,_ and .,. 

J 
u 

Figure 8. 

,,_.,. 
Now he made the important distinction that z be measured from 

u 

z - 0 at the actual source. For analysis he said a forced plume 
u 

which is the same above this point can be 11 generated 11 from a virtual 

..,.. ..,.. ...... ....... 

point source W., oK., located at z = -z . Naturally the flow in 
1 1 u Vu 
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this plume had to satisfy the same differential equations, but the mod

ified boundary conditions became: 

when 

where 

z = 0 
u 

at the virtual source i.e. , 

,,,:::::I ,,, 

z = z z 
u u Vu 

and 

His solution was: 

II-90 

= 31 5 - 11 2 /:< 5 _ 5ll122 5 6 II-911 Vu 

II-92 

In order to have the plumes the same at z = o, 
u 

II-93 
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where 

and 

l 
,,, 

= >/10 s 5 05,-l/2 3d..... 

IYvz -
Vu Yv Yv 

0 

1I lo I 

=..flo lo 13/2 S 5 -l/2 3 
It -sgnol tdt 

sgno 

sgn& = tl if O<r < l' case a(O< 6 < l) 

sgno = - l if r > 1, case b (6 < 0) 

E-94 

In case (a) above, the behavior of flow is that of a source 

located at 

z 
Vu 

= 

l/6 

...r1oo 
3 

; 
2S <t 

5 
-l)

1 
; 

l 

2 
t 

3
dt II-9 5 

and the full solution is given for the fo reed plume (W., K., 0) pre
1 1 

viously discussed. 

A special case when r = l was described as the plume (W.)
1 

··
from a source of buoyancy only at z··· = 2. 108. For case (b) the 

Vu 

forced plume behaves as though it were emitted from a virtual source 

(W., - lo IK., 0) situated at 
1 1 
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1/ JoJ 
3/2s 5 -1/23z ="'loJol (t +1) t dt II-96 

Vu 
- 1 

For r increasing above 1, the effect of initial momentum is de

creasing and the situation depicted of negative initial momentum can 

be acceptably visualized. If z 
~:< 

turns out to be positive, the vir-
Vu 

tual source is above the actual source. The constant c (the entrain-

ment ratio) was evaluated as 0. 082 as described in his 1959 paper and 

the constant A, was evaluated as 1. 16 from Rouse's work (1952). 

Morton referred to his 1959 paper to substantiate the statement 

that the use of Gaussian profiles was unsatisfactory for solving the 

flow problem when the fluid was stratified, but reference to that pa

per and to his 1956 paper provides only the argument that "top hat" 

profiles are "simpler". Regardless of his reasons, the solution is 

developed for a forced plume with a profile of constant v across 
z 

the width of 2r (z) and zero for r > r , and similarly for the 
0 0 

buoyancy, g.6p over the width Ar (z). Although this new profile 
0 

changes the value of the constants to c = 0. 116 and A = 1. 108, the 

calculated maximum height is not affected. Since this situation is 

similar to the previous case where actual sources (W., K., M.) 
1 1 1 

were related to virtual sources (W., K., 0), only the latter were 
1 1 

considered. Also the stratification was limited to that caused by a 

negative linear density gradient. 
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Once again distances were measured from the origin located at 

the virtual source, rather than from the actual source. The equations 

governing the flow are: 

2
d(r v )

0 z = lcr v II-9 7
dz 0 z 

2 2
d( pv r )

z 0 2 2 
= A gr (p -p) II-98

dz 0 s 

2 
d[r v (p -p)]

o z sV 
II-99

dz 

Then substituting the left side of II-9 7 into the right side of II-99 

2 
d[r v (p -p)] dp

0 z s 2 s 
= r v II-1 00

dz 0 z dz 

Equation II-98 was simplified by assuming p • p sV = constant, 

which was certainly a much closer approximation than previous ones, 

because in the cases under consideration p > 0. 996 and psV < l. 000, 

becoming: 

2 2 
d(r v )

0 z 2 2 0'
=A r __..,__ (p -p) II-101

dz o Psv s 
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Finally Il-l 00 was multipled by g/ psV to give: 

? 

d[r '"'v g(o -p)/p v]
o z ·s s 2 

o 
dp

s 
= r v _l:2,_ 

dz o z psV dz 

Now employing the trans fa rmations: 

J = r v 
0 z 

2 
r v 

0 z 

2~ = r v g(p -p)/p 
o z s sV 

./1 = - gj p dp / dz
sV s 

the equations are: 

d~ 
= 2cJ

dz 

dJ4 2 
= 2A ;tf ~ 

dz 

dft 
= - ~-41dz 

To make these non dimensional, additional transformations 

played: 

/' = J 2 -l/4A-l/2 ~-l/2 ...¢'1/4 
1 

II-1 0 2 

II-1 03 

II-1 04 

II-105 

are em

II-106 

II-107 
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~:~ -518 -112 -1;4 _,.,-314 5/8:J = ;i 2 c A ~. ,d II-1 08 
1 

Il-l 09 

Substituting these, the final dimensionless equations of motion are: 

d..:t .,, ,,, ,,, 

--,,, = J 
,,, 

II-11 0 
dz 

,,, 

'''4dJ''' -¥'*--t. >:!--,,, = II-111 
dz 

,,, 

d;4'''
,,, 

,,, 

,,, = -.:1.. 
,,, 

II-112 
dz 

,,, 

Boundary conditions were given as: 

when 

z = 0 

~:~ - 1 14 - 1 12 ../ - 1 12 _~) 14 = J ,.:~
J = 2 A ri -~ Ji 1 

(note dependence on.J) 

.::1...~:~ = f(M.) = 0 
1 

(Zero mass flux from virtual source) 

The following solution applies for the case of constant .4/'. 
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Morton found (using II-111 and II-112 above): 

l 
l- CY 

II-11 3 

where 

CY= 

.4/J.4 
1 

2 2 4 
A /. t~J. 

1 1 

II-114 

and 

~:~ 
~ = 

1-s l/2
(-)

1 - CY 
II-11 5 

where 

s = 
'''42(1-cr)J''' II-116 

In this case it should be noted that 
,,,,,, 

J is a maximum, 

at the point where ;(~:~ vanishes, and becomps zero at the top of the 

plume where, then, 

___)' -- -l/2
7' -(1-CY) II-11 7 

For the lower part of the plume (CY ~ s~ l) he used equations II-111 

and II-112 to find: 

*2 -l/4 -3/4 ss l/4 -l/2
.;I. = 2 (1-CY) t (1-t) dt 

CY 

II-118 
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In the lower part (l?s~O) 

,.. 
'•'

then for 0 < r < 1 · z is then found from II-111 
· max 

~:< -718 -1;8 dtt1 

z =2 (1-CY) 
1 1 2 

max s!Y (1-t) / 
2 {~(5/4, 1j2;t) - ~(5/4,1/ 2;!Y)} / 

sl dt 
1 2 2+ 0 (l-t) 1 {2(3(514, 1/2)- (3(514, ll2;t)- (3(514, li2;CY)} l/ } 

II-120 

For the case r < 0 

~:< 
2 

- 7I 8 -1 I 8 \ 
CY 

cit 
zmax = (1-CY) j .J(T:t)0{f3(5/4, l/2;CY)- (3(5/4, l/2;t)}

0 

II-1 21 

For the case r > 1 

~:< _ 
2 

- 7I 8 -118 
CY 

cit 
zmax- (l-CY) { -SO '-f(l-t),;-{(3(5/4, l/2;CY)-f3(5/4, l/2;t)} 

cl 1 

+ j [ '-i{f3(5l4, li2;CY) + f3(5l4, ll2;t)}
0 

1 ] dt } 
+ ,;-{ 2(3(514, 112) t f3(5l4, li2;CY)- f3(5l4, ll2;t)} ,;-1-t 

II-122 
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3 

O<r< l 

2 ,o,,,, 

z 
max r< 0 

l 

. 2 ,4 • h . 8 CY 

Figure 9. 

;:c: 
In Figure 9, z is plotted against 0:, the value for CY = 0 

max 

agreeing with the previously reported 2. 8 (Morton, 1956). As CY 

increases z 
>:~ 

decreases due to mixing near the source, but at 
max 

()" = 0. 8 buoyancy is becoming less in1portant than momentum. 

Morton made the point in both his 1959 papers that the position 

of the virtual source can be found with little error by using the equa

tions developed for the uniform environment, but unfortunately he 

,,, 

used different expressions for r andz 
,,, 

inl959b: 
u 

case a: (0< 6 < 1) 

II-123 

II-124 
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The above developments constituted the early attempts to des

cribe and verify the nature of velocity and temperature distribution in 

jets. It contained the germ of a theory in the starting point of the 

equations of motion and continuity; however, to proceed from this 

point toward a solution required the use of assum.ptions to simplify the 

equations - assumptions which frequently were known by their inven

tors to be largely at odds with reason and with the appreciation of the 

theory of turbulent motion as they visualized it (Taylor 1932) (Birk

hoff and Zarantonello, 1957 p. 304-312). They also had to make as

sumptions about the form of the terms remaining, such as e =can-
T 

2 dv z n 
stant, or E =£ and P. = ex based on their observations of 

T dz 

the phenomena and/or on their intuition. This, at best, leaves us 

with a 11 phenomenological 11 or 11semi-empirical 11 theory - frequently (if 

not always) with an empirically determined value for some constant, 

c. Their justification of course lies in their successful application 

in the solution of problems which could not even be approximately sol

ved if a wholly theoretical solution had been required. Liepmann and 

Laufer (1947) said, 11 It is typical of phenomenological theories of tur

bulence that the mean-speed distributions derived from such theories 

can be brought into fair agreement with experimental measurements, 11 

and then showed that neither the mixing length nor the exchange coef

ficient is constant across a section of a two dimensional jet, hence the 

successful 11 theories'' were based on invalid assumptions. 
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A great deal of subsequent experimental work has been reported 

which refines the techniques, adds simplifying assumptions, or points 

out areas of theoretical improvernents, but which on the whole do not 

contribute any new theoretical methods of treating the phenomenon of 

jet dispersion. This section is entitled "extension of theory. 11 

Extension of Theory 

Corrsin (1943) undertook extensive studies of temperature and 

velocity profiles along diameters at axial distances of 0 to 40 diamet

ers and compared the results with theoretical predictions according 

to Tollmien's momentum transfer theory with constant£ (at each sec

tion), with Taylor's vorticity transfer with constant £, (according to 

Tomotika), and with Prandtl' s constant ET (formulation given by 

Schlichting (1960)). Using very sophisticated hot wire anemometer 

measuring and recording techniques he was able to develop valuable 

data concerning the fluctuating components in the flow. His conclu

sions provided new information relative to the nature of the flow as 

well as providing the most comprehensive test of theory to that time, 

Corrsin found that temperature diffuses more rapidly than velocity, 

noticeable even in the core described by Kuethe. 

In his studies none of the theories gave a staisfactory relation

ship between the spread of velocity and temperature. The theoretical 

curves were matched to the observed curve where the velocity equaled 
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1 
one half the centerline velocity. In the region from v = -v 

z 2 zmax 

on either side of the centerline, the velocity profile resulting from 

the assumption of constant fit the best. For the temperature 

curves, the Schlichting model was not used because it required an as

sumption regarding the value of eH whereas the other two theories 

yielded a predicted profile based only on the nature of £. If the the

1
oretical curves were matched at v =-v both failed to pre-

z 2 zmax' 

diet the temperature distribution (Taylor's being only slightly better). 

However, if the curves were matched to the observed data at 

then they both agreed fairly well but then there was 

wide divergence between the observed and predicted velocity profiles. 

Corrsin felt it was necessary to compare these results critically only 

within this mid range since his data showed that the fully turbulent re

tion extended no further than this, even at large distances downstream. 

Outside this region a thick annular transition region existed which dis

played fluctuations between turbulent and laminar flow. He also found 

similarity of velocity profiles at an axial distance of ten diameters; 

however, the profile of turbulence did not achieve similarity until 20 

diameters downstream. The failure of the centerline velocity to de

crease exactly hyperbolically (required by assumptions of constant 

momentum flux and similar profiles) demonstrates that the true kine

matic similarity of various sections might never be realized. The 

temperature differences employed were not great enough to cause a 
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buoyancy effect. 

In a later report (Corrsin and Uberoi, 1949) it was shown that 

initial density differences of several percent had no appreciable ef

feet on results predicted by the constant density formulas, but in gen

eral, greater density (or temperature) differences caused a greater 

spread of the jet, In this study it was possible to measure instantan

eous temperature fluctuations as well as velocity fluctuations. The 

results supported the observation of heat transport being greater than 

momentum transport, Also it seemed as though the local turbulent 

Prandtl number, defined as IET' EH and related to the mea-

E 

surable local fluctuating values of T and v and their transverse 

gradients, was constant over a major portion of the jet but not on the 

axis nor near the edge, Furthermore, the average Np for a given 

E 

section turned out to be very nearly equal to the Prandtl number, 

c 1-L 

as defined by Np =+ ~ 0, 7, where c = specific heat at con
p 

stant pres sure and k = coefficient of heat conduction. 

According to Abramovich (1963, 104-111), Gortler (1942) used 

a Gaussian distribution of axial velocity components at any section in 

order to simplify the computations, Although he applied it to a plane 

jet, the extension of the principle (which Abramovich credited to 

Loytsianskiy (19 53, not seen) resulted in an asymptotic profile as 

given by Schlichting (1960). He also gave a solution due to Reichardt 

(1942, not seen) which employed an asymptotic profile originally 
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suggested in 1941. To be sure, it was mentioned in Reichardt's 1944 

paper. 

Rouse (1959) pointed out that Tomotika's (1938b) solution was 

also asymptotic and credited Gortler (1942) with the type of solution 

for the axisymmetric jet which is reported in Schlichting (1960). 

Albertson et al. (19 50) undertook to develop the mean charact

eristics of jet diffusion in a form useful for engineers. They there

fore made no assumptions about the nature of turbulence, per se, and 

chose the error integral as the form of the velocity profile since it of

fered the most in the way of mathematical convenience, and happens 

to represent the actual observed profile as well as, if not better than, 

the profiles based on turbulence theories. They wrote: 

v 2 2 
zr -r /2CY Il-l 2 5 =ev 
zt

2
where CY is the variance of the distribution, as depicted in Figure 

10. (Henceforth the overbar designating the average value will be 

dropped.) 
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The constancy of momentum flux plus the assumption of similarity of 

velocity profiles gives, for this profile, 

2
~(J 

= c 
z 

a constant which must be empirically determined. The constant, when 

evaluated, also serves to express the decay of center line velocity 

with distance from the end of the core region, z i.e.
c' 

v D. z 
~ = __2_ c 

Il-l 26 
v. 2cz z 

J 

where v. 1s the velocity in the jet and D. is the jet diameter. 
J J 

Combining these expressions, 

v 2 . 2 2 
zr = e- r 12c z II-127 

v zt 

or 

v D. 2/ 2 2 zr 2= __l_e -r c z Il-l 28 
V. 2cz 

J 

They also showed that 

Il-l 29
0. D. 

J J 
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which seems to invite 

4cz0. 
0 =--~ = TICV.D.z II-130 

z D. J J
J 

The value of c was found to be 0. 081 for experiments in which pro

files were measured at sections out to 64 diameters and velocities out 

to 300 diameters. Reynold 1 s Number varied from 1500 to about 6000 

(by my calculation) and was assumed not to be a factor in this range. 

Baines (1950) in his discussion of the paper above, reported his stud

ies where Reynolds Number, NR, was varied from about 8500 to 

aver 100, 000 to show that as NR increased (especially above 

20, 000), the value of c decreased. (My estimate of his data would 

show c = 0. 095@ NR = 20,000 and c =0. 081@ NR = 130,000.) 

Hinze and Van de r Hegge Zijnen (1949) studied heat, mass, and 

momentum transfer in an axially symmetric air jet, mostly at an 

4 
NR of 6. 7xl 0 ; however, a few tests were also run at N 1 s from

R 
4 4 

2xl0 to 8. 4xl0 , to convince them there was no effect on the shape 

of the profile in this range. Heat transfer was produced by using a 

slightly heated jet, usually about 30°C above ambient. Addition of 

1. 1o/o of 11 town gas 11 allowed them to follow mass transfer by means of 

a sensitive gas analyzer. In comparing their experimental results 

with the various theories they felt, as did Corrsin (1943) that the the

aries should be checked only in the fully turbulent central region near 
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1 
the axis. Corrsin felt that the region out to v = -v would be 

Z 2 Zi: 
acceptable; however, Hinze and Zijnen used oscillographic data to 

show that this region increased in diameter as NR increased and 

for most of their tests the cornparison should be made out to 

v =0. 3v In any event they matched curves at the . 5 point and 
Z Z{ 

found heat and mass to disperse equally but somewhat faster than mo

rnentum. They were able to show that eT was nearly constant 

across any section (Prandtl's second hypothesis) but that EH was 

not. The ratio eT/eH (the trubulent Prandtl #) or eT/em (the tur

bulent Schmidt #) varied from 0. 7 on the ct_ to 1. 3 at r / z =0. 14. 

For average values to be used for practical purposes they calculated 

E 2/__1 _ . 0 1 24m s e c = o. 73.- 2 
EH . 0170m /sec 

The authors felt that the difference in density ("' 6-7%) caused by 

the heated air did not influence the results, an assumption which is 

now known to be erroneous. 

Forstall and Shapiro (1950) investigated mass and momentum 

transfer from a turbulent axisymmetric jet to a co-flowing annulus of 

the same fluid at the same temperature. Here also, mass was found 

to transfer more rapidly than velocity and the turbulent Schmidt Num

ber was found to be about 0. 7. 

Forstall and Gaylord then studied the problem of a jet in water 
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to test Albertson et al's (1950) solution and to obtain information on 

the turbulent Schmidt Number, for water, which can be ex-

E 

pressed as 

R 2 
v

N =(-) II-131
S R 

e m 

when the transverse profile is expressed as the error integral. The 

tank employed was over 100 diameters deep but no profiles were tak

en above 30 diarneters. Although the data seem to be in good agree

ment with the data of Hinze and Zijnin (1949) and with Albertson et al. 

(1950) and in fair agreement with Corrsin and Uberoi (1949), the com

puted values of N seemed to be systematically high, a condition 
5 

E 

for which the authors expressed concern but which they could not ex

plain. It may be that the method employed of determining mass trans

fer was the cause. The jet consisted of fresh water while the tank 

contained 1% by weight of sodium chloride so that samples obtained 

from the mixing region could be analyzed for salinity. The initial jet 

velocity was not given, but if it were relatively small, the densimet

ric Froude Number, N' defined as
F' 

4/
v. 

N' = --;===:::!:::::=:==
F "./ gD.t.p./p

J 1 s 

4 . hPs 1s t e density of surrounding fluid and t.p. is the initial dif
ference in density. 

1 
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might have been low enough to indicate a considerable buoyancy force 

contributing to diffusion. This will be discussed further later. 

Horn and Thring (1955) investigating the trajectory of a flame 

jet in a furnace assumed different error functions for the velocity and 

concentration profiles and constructed an empirical formula for the 

trajectory which was good between 12 and 120 diameters downstream. 

For the case reported the jet density was twice that of the surround

ings. Later (Horn and Thring, 1956) they investigated the effect of 

p / 
I 

p s on the angle of spread of the jet, a. They found a = 17° 

for p./p varying from 1 to 2, and showed results of two tests. 
J s 

However, their experimental device employed a jet entering a "slow

ly moving mass'' of fluid and no further information regarding there

lationship of the two velocity vectors is given. Abramovich (1963), 

p. 229-232) covered this topic extensively and showed that a coflow

ing stream (within certain ranges) substantially reduces the angle of 

spread. 

Using apparently the same apparatus, Bosanquet, Horn and 

Thring (1961) reported the co flowing velocity as 0. 04 ft/ sec, which 

when compared to their smallest jet velocity of rv 9ft/sec, was sure

ly negligible and could not have affected a. They went on to show 

that the axis of symmetry in the deflected jet (as judged from the out

line of a dye field) was also the axis of the concentration profile, how

ever in so doing they showed a profile which is very unusual. They 
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developed a formula for predicting the centerline, or axis, of the jet 

using empirical constants evaluated from Hinze and Zijnen (1949) and 

by assuming the profile was represented by the error integral. The 

calculated formula checked very closely with many experimental runs. 

Either the formula was insensitive to the form of profile assumed, or 

the profile shown was not representative. 

Keagy and Weller (1949) investigated velocity and concentration 

profiles for jets of nitrogen, heliun1, and carbon dioxide issuing at 

400ft/sec. through a O.l28"diameter orifice into still air. Taking 

into account the diffe renee of density (due to molecular weight) but 

neglecting compressibility they found good agreement with the formu

las: 

- ;v v = e 

2 2 
-br jz 

II-132 
Z Zf 

2 2 
= e -abr / z II-133 

where w is concentration. 

The constants for the various gases were found to be: 

For: Nitrogen, Hydrogen, Carbon Dioxide 

b = 88 57 101 

and a= . 72 . 50 . 85 

Hence in all cases matter diffused more rapidly than did momentum 

but the rate seemed to be markedly dependent on density. They also 

reported that momentum and concentration were only approximately 
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conserved as determined by the profiles: the percentage conserved 

falling off as z/D. increased. 
J 

Voorheis and Howe (1939) earlier had reported the same prob

lem - after 40 diameters downstream, errors of 15o/o were observed 

for air rnomentum and 25o/o for gas momentum. The results for ve

locity and concentration profiles showed typical results in general, 

but there were some unexplained discrepancies. 

About the time the theory was developing, Rawn and Palmer 

( 19 30) were working on a very extensive application of jet diffusion 

disposal of Los Angeles sewage into the ocean - and unaware of the 

theoretical developments they undertook an experimental study to 

develop empirical guidelines for design use. They found that the 

amount of entrainment was related exponentially to the axial distance 

to the surface and that the diameter of the mixing region was approx

imately equal to z/c. These are facts which we now know to be in 

accord with the theory developed. The thickness of the diluted sew

age field spreading horizontally at the surface was found to average 

z /12, and because the velocity was continuously dec reasing, the 
max 

rate of dilution was decreasing although for the samples they took, 

the increased dilution with distance was measurable. They found the 

time required for the layer to travel given radial distances at the sur

face, r was 11 exceedingly 11 uniform and expressible as 
zmax 
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3/2
rrr z D.f ' zmax max max _Jt = II-134+ 249Q.S 8 

J zmax 

where Q. is the volume flux in the original jet, and s is 
J zrn.ax 

the dilution (a function of z /c). They calculated that if the sur
max 

face of the ocean were slightly warmed and the dilution was under a 

critical value, the layer would be thinner and hence, spread more 

rapidly. 

Rawn, Bowerman, and Brooks (1960) reconsidered the results 

of the 1930 study and decided that the empirical equation for S was 

restricted because of the possible lack of similitude incorporated in 

the study, which they then sought to rectify. Phenomenologically, 

they knew that in a simplified case, S could be considered a 
zmax 

g .6p·
function of z D., v., __1 and v .. These six variables are' max J J ps J 

represented in four independent dimensionless nun1.bers: S 
zmax, 

z ;D., NF' , NR, of which NR was considered of little influ
max J 

ence in the fully turbulent region above NR = 5, 000 and is neglect

ed by restriciting consideration to that region, hence: 

S = f(z /D. , N' ) II-135 
zmax max J F 

Using the 388 observations of Rawn and Palmer (1930), smooth 

curves for various S were fitted to values of z /D. and 
zmax max J 
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NF, some of which are approximately reporduced below in Figure 

11. 

z 
max 
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50 
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Figure 11. 

In any situation dilution can be enhanced by setting the diffuser 

deeper. For any given setting and outlet diameter an increase in v. 
J 

represents moving on a horizontal line on the graph and the value of 

thif' move is seen to depend on the original setting. Keeping Q. 
J 

constant but reducing D. causes an increase in z/D. as well as 
J J 

The re suiting slope is 0. 4 which is seen to always re

sult in increased s . Providing a larger number of smaller zmax 
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outlets so that v. and Q. remain constant increases dilution at 
J J 

a rate of 2 • a solution which the authors felt is the most appropri

ate, In discussing the complicating effects of thermal stratification 

on this analysis the authors stated (p. 88), 

When the sewage field does not stay at the surface, 
the temperature &radients are still beneficial in 
making the sewage field thicker and hence more di
lute . Since the edges of the rising jet become dilut
ed most rapidly, this P""riph·•Hal flow is stopped at a 
lower level even though the l~ss dilute central core 
breaks through to the surface, 

Abraham (1960) extrapolated the reasoning of Rawn, Bowerma.I:\ 

and Brooks to include the dimensionless radial distance, r/D ., as 
J 

an independent variable in computing v/v. and w / w . , hence: 
J J 

.6p.
v z r 1 

N') ll-136 
v. =fl( D.· p . D.' F 

J J J J 

and 

.6 p.
w z r 1- N') II-13 7=f2 ( D.'w. D.' p. F 

J J J J 

The problem is divided into three parts: 1) non-buoyancy case 

(N' = oo) where
F 

v c D. b 2/ 2z 1 1 - r z 
= ~ e II-138 

v. z 
J 
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and 

w = 
c D 2 2 
~..._1_ e -abr /z 

II-139 
w. z 

J 

The results of five other investigators were evaluated in the above 

form to present values for a, b, c , and c as follows: 
1 2 

a b cl c2 

76 6. 2 
0.8 77 6.4 5. 2 ~elected 
0. 71 88 5. 8 5.9 
0.74 100 
0. 70 96 6. 6 5.4 

from which he selected the indicated values since they were obtained 

from experiments by Forstall and Gaylord (1955) on water rather 

than on gas. The constant b was reported not to be influenced by 

p /p. in the range of our concern. 
s J 

(2) buoyancy only case (NF =0). Here Abraham found thea

retical and experimental evidence for: 

v 2 2 
z _ 65NF-2/3<;. + 2)-l/3e -80r /z= 3 II-140 

V. 
J J 

and 

2 2 
w 

7N, 2/3(~ 2)-5/3 -80r /z= 9 II-141 
w. . F D.+ e 

J J 

which were based on the assumptions that (a) the velocity and buoyant 
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force (g .6p) profiles (and similarly the concentration profile) are 

the same at any section and similar at all sections (b) 

a(Q-Q.)
J 

f(v ) and (c) p > > .6p ..az z s l 

Abraham 1 s statement that the solution requires the assumption that 

the velocity and force are constant across the jet is in error (Morton, 

Taylor, and Turner, 19 56) as this is clearly incompatible with the 

above equations. What Morton et al. merely said was that assump

tions a and b above allow use of the principles of conservation of 

momentum, volume, and density deficiency (or heat or concentration) 

fluxes, and as an illustration of this principle, the profile could be 

averaged in some way to satisfy the momentum equation over some 

section. This is demonstrated in Figure 12 where the momentum 

flux of the 11 averaged 11 profiles equals that of the actual profiles. 

Note also that the profiles he assumed do not agree with those in 

case (1 ). 

-(--

Actual 

Averaged profiles 

Figure 12. 
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(3) Intermediate case (NF finite). The theoretically derived 

equation of Schmidt ( 19 57) suggested to Abraham that the initial pro

tion of the mixing region could be described as the non buoyant case 

and the final portion as a buoyant situation. The transition occurs at 

z; where for "sufficiently large" values of z and N 1 •F.B' B 

2 z
gN 1 B oo 

- 6. 92 II-142[ S dz S (ps -p)rdr2 
p.v. D. 0 0 

J J J 

When NF is greater than about 10, zB can be approximated by: 

1z /D. - 2. 43NF II-143 
B J 

Abraham analyzed the salt concentration in samples obtained along the 

axis of a fresh water jet discharging into a small tank of salt water 

3
(density= 1020 to 1050 kg/m ) to verify these equations. The final 

form is demonstrated in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13. 

Hart (1961) studied the discharge of an initially lighter jet into 

3 
a density stratified liquid where .6p. was usually about 25 kg/m . 

1 

The difference in density, between the top layer, and the.6 p ' e 

bottom layer of surrounding fluid, ranged from zero to 2. 3ps ' 

3
kg/m . He postulated that the resulting layer of mixed jet fluid and 

surroundings, could be classified into three groups (a) layer spreads 

at surface (p = pe), (b) plume rises to surface because of high mo

mentum but p > p and layer spreads below surface; and (c) layer 
e 
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spreads "at" thermocline without touching surface. He determined 

the height over the discharge point at which the layer is established, 

as a function of a buoyant force parameter, B, and NF (N'
F 

defined according to Abraham): viz, 

II-144 

In attempting to evaluate the nature of the function experimental

ly there appeared to be a good deal of overlap in the latter cases (i.e. 

b and c) and it was necessary for him to redefine the resulting fields 

as (A) surface (B) continuing thickness with time (to limits of equip

ment) between surface and thermocline and (C) submerged at thermo

cline. He found that if he expressed B in terms of the density in 

the mixing region which was in turn affected by NF, then he c auld 

predict the group fairly well, but not zL. A value for B based on 

p at (height to the thermocline) according to Abraham was 

not as good as his own method of using p which depends also 
ZT/C 

on Abraham's solution: viz, 

Pz -pe 

10 4( T[CB = ) II-145 
p.

J 

where 

p = p -0.5lw{ II-146zT/C .6pi
ZT/C s ' 
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and where 
2 

= ?N' 2/3( T/C 2)-5/39 II-14 7wf:. ' zT jc wj · F D. + 
J 

is the concentration evaluated at the height of the thermocline and on 

the centerline. His results indicated that for 

B ~ 0 Group A resulted 

Group B resulted 

B?!:8 Group C resulted 

For Group C the height to the center of the layer, was found to 

be 

zL . 95z_ 
=9.8+--..._P II-148 

D. D. 
J J 

where z_ is the distance above the discharge to the point on the 
p 

original "density vs. depth" curve where p = p . Only a very
2 
T/C 

poor fit could be found for the best empirical formula relating condi

tions to the final field thickness, h: viz., 

h ze 
D. =7.7+0.23D. II-149 

J J 

where 

z = z f - zT/ =thickness of epilimnion.
e sur C 

In discussing Hart's paper Abraham (1962) reported a theoretical 
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solution to the problem although he does not present the derivation. 

His result gave the highest level, z reached by the mixed 
max ' 

fluid as 

z 3 
1 2 3 2 

<max> =: (o.4BIFI+o.9)(0.32IFI+o.6) / + (o.32IFI+o.6) / II-150 
ZT/C 

2
where v 

F =: ___4:_· ZT/C 
II-151 

p - p 
e tf 'zT/C 

( p. )gzT/C 
J 

Note that here the "Froude 11 number, F, is considerably different 

than that employed previously. On form it is the square of N'. the
F' 

velocity is the velocity on the <f. of the mixing region where z is 

the distance to the thermocline and this distance rather than D. is 
J 

used as the characteristic length. The choice of p. rather than p s 
J 

or as the denominator of the density factor is consistent with 

his previous definition. According to this solution, if: 

p -p > 0 then Group A, 
e t , zT /C 

z -z 
max T/C > 1 then Group B, 

z 
e 

z -z 
max T/C------'-- < 1 then Group C 

z 
e 

The results of employing these criteria to Hart's data are summarized 
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as follows: 

Hart Abraham 
zmax- zT(_C

B Group Group pe- Pt,, zT/C z 
e 

-5 
-4 
-4 
-4 
- 3 
-2 
-2 
-0 

4 
5 
7 
7 
7 

,,,,,, 8 
13 
14 
16 
17 
17 
17 
19 

~~22 

A A 
A A 
A A 
A A 
A A 
A A 
A A 
A A 

B A 
B A 
B B 
B B 
c B 
c c 
c ~ I B 
c B 
c =c 
c c 
c c 
c c 
c c 
c c 

1. 03 
. 79 
. 75 
. 71 
. 56 
.47 
. 33 
. 77 

.03 
.04 

negligible 
negligible 
negligible 
negligible 
negligible 
negligible 
negligible 
negligible 
negligible 
negligible 
negligible 
negligible 

4. 15 
1. 34 
1. 01 

. 77 
1. 37 
1. 45 

. 56 
. 76 
. 70 
. 57 

. 44 

. 28 

The most serious discrepancy seems to be in the region indicated by 

the arrow brackets ( :r: ). Hart pointed out, however, that the star

red results were for NR = 1700 while all the other runs were at 

NR > 3100. If these two results are neglected, then it is only a mat

ter of a "shift" which separates the two methods. 

Abraham (1963) subsequently published his theoretical solution 
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which included an elaborate treatment of flow in the core region, (af

ter Albertson, et al. 1950) and a general solution for forced plumes 

inclined at any angle with the horizontal discharging into a uniform 

ambient environment. He presented a graphical solution (based on 

Priestley and Ball (1955)) for vertical upward discharge into a uni.

formly stratified fluid, and an incremental method for vertical upward 

discharge into an environment with arbitrary non-linear gradient. He 

employed the boundary layer approximations, and assumed both uni

formity of pressure, and similarity of profiles (Gaussian outside of 
r 

core). This allowed the approximation, 
0 =c, although he show-

z 

ed this not to be true if both buoyancy and initial momentum exert an 

influence at any point in the mixing region. For solution of the prob

lem when buoyancy is negative, he suggested entrainment is negative, 

which is taken to mean that the volume flux in the positive axial direc

tion is decreasing due to horizontal spreading, because at the same 

time he states 11 ••• near the ceiling level the concentration of the pol

lutant remains constant at the axis ... " This assumption was employ

ed to provide the solution. 

The above problems were divided into three categories 

A. N'--. oo (non buoyancy)
F 

B. N 1 _.. 0 (buoyancy)
F 

c. N' =finite (intermediate)
F 
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and each forced plume was considered to possess two zones 

a. flow establishment (core) 

b. established flow (mixing region where similarity prin

ciple is applied) 

At this point he misinterpreted Morton's (19 59 b) treatment of virtual 

source location as an attempt to include consideration of a core, 

whereas Morton's reasons were based on the necessity of zero mass 

flux from a point source, and that the similarity hypothesis was ap

plied throughout the distance traveled by fluid particles. He also used 

his assumption of r /z =c to prove that Taylor's assumption of 
0 

constant entrainment (used by Morton) is erroneous. However, he 

did not point out that Morton's solution does not require this assump

tion. 

To be sure, Morton's solution provides this result only for the 

case of uniform ambient environment, but for the case of a stratified 

environment, the solution provides a non-linear increase in r 
0 

with z· a result which is in accord with the observed phenomenon.
' 

Abraham's solution is based on the empiricism that a "mixing length" 

exists which is constant throughout the cross section and proportional 

to the plume width; clearly no better than Taylor's empiricism. Ab-

raham's solution for v and w in the zone of established flow 
z 

with finite N' is essentially the same as those of Priestley and
F 

Ball (1955) and F. H. Schmidt (1957). He found: 
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v D. bK 312 3(1 )b 2 z 
2 

I.2.1_ =__.1.[(-c) + +a (~ __c_)] l 3 Il-l 52 
V. z 2Kj 8NF' 2a D. D. 2J 

J J 

and 

b(lta)D. bK 312 2 z 
2 I 

~ = [( c) + 3(lta)b (~ __c_)] -1 3 Il-l 53 
w. 4z 2K. 2 D 2

8N' a . DJ J F J j 

In the above results z and K are different for velocity and concen
c c 

tration and for various Procedures for finding z and K 
c c 

were given, For large z 5D. (i.e. , NF>6) while forN 

c J 

N I - l. 4' z • 2D 0 

F c J 

Morton assumed a and b are independent of N' but the 
F 

experiments of Corrsin and Uberoi (1949) showed that b increases 

with .6 p ' hence with liN'
F' 

· and those of Baines (1950) showed 

that b increases with NR, On the other hand the work of Hinze 

and Zijnen (1949) showed no measurable difference over an admitted

ly smaller range of NR; and Horn and Thring (1956) showed no 

change in the angle of spread for a large reange of .6p, Abraham 

employed the energy equations to show: 

bN' .:.: oo 2 4aN' = 0 
_ ___;;:;....___ l( F ) = F - Il-l 54 

b ltaN'N' = 0 F=OF 
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3(1-a)z 2 

I 2
b 2 4aNF.P.N' =00 . J

F----··) = 1 Il-l 55
2b 

zl 'z. K 3/2 cb' I (-c) + --)
2K. D.zJ 

J 

The fc.llowing figure, Figure 13, represents this variat10n of b by 

showing the effect of N' on the relative p1nn1e width (D/D
F 

I 

NF 

for various values of z/D .. The vanation is not excessive: at a 
.l ...... 

\_D___downstream distance of 30 diametel's 
I JJ 

=0.918forN'=
F 

N' = ~ 
F 

and 0. 987 for NF= 35. 

1' 00 

0,98 

0.9b 

J, ')4 

0.1)2 

D 

=CO 

2 4 

N' 
F 

7 1 5 30 ~00 

z /D. 
J 

Figure 13. 

He subsequently employed: 

N' = oo b = 77, a = 0. 80 
F 

N}~= 0: b=92,a=0.74 

http:b=92,a=0.74
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In his 1960 pape1· Abraham chose these values for the case N' = oo
F 

and credited them to Forstall and Gaylord (1955) while in the present 

paper he listed (Table 2-1) other values for their work, yet maintain

ed his selection. Reference to this list shows the following array for 

values of b: 

76, 77, 80, 83, 87, 88, 90, 91, 96, 96, 100, 100 

The values of b, and a for N' = 0 were chosen for b 
F 

to satisfy 

2 

= 4(. 74) - 1 II-156 
1 +. 74 

where a = 0. 7·1 was from Rouse's work (1952) and the com-
N' = 0

F 
puted value b = 9 2 agreed well with Rouse's experimental value 

b = 96. 

When a forced plume is discharged into a lighter homogeneous 

2 
atmosphere, with N!t > 24, he gave an estimate for the distance 

at which the volume flux is a maximum. Using this distance and the 

downstream conditions that v decreases to zero at the ceiling,
z 

dQ < 0 = 0
dz 

and the similarity requirement he found the ceiling height as 
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;¥"1 

2
N 14 3 

z 3 3 46a h 1/2 0. 6N'l 3/2. F ~ l Imax) 
= [ 2 2 ] - ( ~2 ) Il-l 57

D. 
b (1 ta) /1

2 

where 

J 

2 
0. 375(lta)bz 

c 
Il-l 58

2
N' aD

F j 

and 

If = 0 . 3 7 5 ( l ta) b 
Il-l 59 

2 N' 2 D 
Fa j 

When N' 2 1s very large and the values for a and b for the 
F 

point of Q are used throughout, 
max 

z 
max 

= l. 94N~ II-160 
D. 

J 

For comparison purposes he stated Morton's result as 

z 
max 
D. = 1. 45N~ 

J 

for large N' which is not exaxtly correct as the following shows:
F' 

According to Morton 1s equation for dimensionless distance, 

Equation II-86, 
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where 

!J .J3I2 = (2-ll2r.v.)3l2 = 2 -3l4r_3l2v_3l2 
Ul J J J J 

and 
2 2

A r. v.
I;:: .1 -"-J Jg ~I=--"'J

2 m (1 +A ) p 

so 

,:, -314 312 312 
z 2 r. v. 

u 
z = --:::-;;---;-;::;:--~-:;--r::"'"-;=== 

- 3 I 4 1I 2A 1I 2 I I ~ I2 c r.v. v g
J J p 

To put this in the form of Abraham's result, divide both sides by 

D.(=2r.).
J J 

z 

D. 
J 

,,_,,, 
z v 

u 

,,_ 

Morton's solution for z 
,,, 

for this case was 
u 
max 

,,_ 

z 
,,, 

= l. 454 
u 

max 
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and since he chose c =-- 0. 082 and A= 1. 16, the result is 

z 1. 454NF 
max 

= = II-161
D. 1 2 

J 4(. 082) / (1. 16) 

Note, however, that this result gives the distance above the virtual 

source. Abraham's requirement for N' being large serves to 
F 

cause the virtual source to approach the actual source. Reference to 

Equation Il-9 5 shows 

since 

as N' increases, o--+1, and 
F 

The final problem Abraham considered is that of a forced plume dis

charging vertically into a non-linearly stratified fluid. For the solu

tion the layer is divided into n layers, the first of which is consid

ered to be thicker than z. The values of a and b in the layer 
c 

are determined by F where the notation n- 1 refers to the bot
n-1 

tom of the layer and F is defined as
n-1 

F II-162
n-1 
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(see also II-151 for the case where the n-1 layer is the T/C). 

In the zone of positive entrainment, v~ is found from: 

2 
= zn-1[ 1 - 3 +--3:.....z___ ]1/3 II-163 

v z 2aFn_ 1 2t, n-1 2aFn-1zn-1 

A transition to negative entrainment occurs at 

3(1- 3 
2aFn- 1 -------- II- 164 

5( 3 )
2aF

n-1 

In this zone the velocity is 

3 
z +I

II-16 52 ) 
z z 1 n-

The relative concentration in the mixing region on the plume center-

line is found from 

w z 
t,t/- =~(~- 3 )-1/3 II-166 

w z / 5 5aF
tt,n-1 + - n-1 

and 

p -p
n 

w = II-16 7 
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The m.aximum, or ceiling height, is found fron1: 

1/2 3/2
(0.9-.6aFn_ 1)(.6-.4aFn-l) + (.6-.4aFn_ 1) 

II-168 

which is the same as the result given by II-150, due to the fact that 

F will be negative when a ceiling situation is encountered. 
n-1 

Frankel and Cumming (1965) studied dispersion of chloride ions 

{rom a forced plume inclined at various angles in a homogeneous en

vironment of greater density (due to sugar in solution). They found 

that previous solutions did not properly take into account the strong 

influence of surface boundary effects. Based on laboratory studies 

rnodeled on the initial densimetric Froude Number, they 

found that 

z -1 = woc(D) II-169 
J 

J 
0 

where the constant c = c(N}.J, When z/Do was close to z /Do
J sur J 

however, the computed value was too low as the surface effect reduc

ed entrainment. They speculated that as the plume top hits the sur

face and the fluid changes direction from essentially vertical to hori

zontal, there is mixing between fluids of nearly the same concentra

tion but there is little additional entrainment. 

They also noted that the space rate of change of the concentra

tion gradient decreased at z/D > 18 . They attributed this to the0 

J 
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diminishing of the buoyancy effect. The results shown below in Fig

ure 14 for the vertical nozzle do not take into account the surface ef

feet. The concentration at the surface, can be found byw sur f' 

picking off a value for at z / D . = 0 . 7 5 z f/D ..
J sur J 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0. 1 

wt 
0.05 

w. 
J 

0.04 

0.02 
............ 

.......... -
0.01 ~--~--~----~--~----T---~----T----r----.---.--

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

z/D; 
J 

Figure 14. 

Horizontal forced plumes were shown to be considerably more effec

tive than vertical ones in achieving dilution. 

Abraham, (1965b), in discussing the above paper over-extended 

his defense of his (and others) solutions to these diffusion problems, 

claiming they 11 
••• may not be classified as semi-empirical 

24...___ 

rNF 
10 

6 

4 
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1 approximate theory 1 because they are exact solutions of the hydro

dynamical equations involved. 11 On the contrary, the number of ap

proximations involved in setting up the equations is large and the so

lutions themselves are frequently accomplished by approximate means, 

as a series expansion. Empiricism would seem to be involved in sev

e ral of the approximations, as well as in the choice of one of several 

11 theoretical 11 equations dependent on their proximity to experimental 

results. 

-1
Abraham contended that w is proportional to z for small 

-5/3
values of z and large influence of J while proportional to z 

for large values of z and predominant influence of buoyancy, and 

that Frankel and Cumming 1 s misinterpretation on this point was due 

to lack of consideration of all the equations of motion involved. By 

employing the Gaussian spread approximation, Abraham expressed 

the equation of motion used by Frankel and Cumming as: 

Sz soo 
J. + w + g dz (p -p)we f(~)2Tizdz

1 c z 0 s r 
c 

II-1 70 

S)() 2Sz 2
J. + W + g(p -p)1T f(!_)d(!_) w z dz 

1 c s oz z z ~ 
c 

The general buoyancy term here is thus considered as proportional 

2 
to z which is incompatible with the suggestion of Frankel and 
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CumTning that the term is negligible for z/D.>20.
J 

In the paper on horizontal jets Abraham (1965a) gave further 

evidence of discrepancy between Frankel and Cumming's data and a 

theory he developed. 

Fan and Brooks (1966a) in discussing the paper of Frankel and 

Cummjng take issue with the authors' method of estimating the thick

ness ofthe surface transition zone; i.e., 0. 25 z £/D. and of ad
sur J 

JUSting for the effect of this zone on concentration. They suggested 

that the thickness of the surface transition zone (ht) should be a 

function of and the discharge angle. They also argue, 

. b Ab rah am, . h acceptab ility o f w,... - (-Dz ) -l.w1t i aga1nst t e 

Fan and Brooks (1966b) also discussed Abraham's 1965a paper 

and questioned his use of an entrainment variable related to the local 

angle of inclination of the jet axis. They instead used Taylor's (1945) 

assumption and proceeded with a simpler solution which agrees well 

with Abraham's. The equations, similar to Morton's, were solved 

by numerical integration via IBM 7094 "adopting the Runge -Kutta 

method with automatic control on truncation errors." 

Although their method is for a horizontal nozzle, the equations 

of motion were generalized to any position on the plume axis and by 

0 
always setting this value to 90 a system of equations for the case of 

the vertical forced plume is obtained. 
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They gave for .6 p<t : 

Q. 
6p J 

i 0 
II-1 71 

since the flux of .6p 1s conserved. 
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ITI. PROPOSEDIMPROVEMENT 

Normalization 

Stratified Environment 

Due to its simplicity it seerns worthwhile to extend Morton 1 s 

solution to the case of a non-linear density gradient in the receiving 

fluid so that a solution can be obtained by superi1nposing partial so

lutions for segments of linear approximations to the actual gradient. 

As a further extension, a procedure is presented for locating the vir

tual source in a density gradient rather than for the uniform environ

ment as Morton did. Finally, arguments are given for making maxi

mun1 use of the theoretical solutions to provide estimates of the vol

ume flux into the mixed layer and of the position of this layer. 

Since Morton 1 s papers do not include a complete description of 

his development of the equations of motion, the following is present

ed. 

Consider any volume of the mixing region as depicted in Figure 

1 5. 
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Ar 

z 
2 
----

0 

v 
z 

- v E (entrainment 
velocity) 

r 
0 

Figure 15. 

Employing the differential form of the continuity equation for 

each differential volume of fluid, 'V•V = 0, which was previously 

simplified by various assumptions to Equation I- 3, and applying this 

to all the fluid within the control volume: 

sss 'l·Vd(V) = 0 

v 

This statement regarding the conservation of mass in an incom

pressible medium is conveniently transformed via Gauss's theorem 

(Robertson, 1965) to a statement that the flow into the control volume 

through the control surface (C. S.) must equal the flow out: 
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0 = ssV• d(C. S. ) 

c.s. 

The inflow is the axially directed flow at the bottom plane plus 

the fluid entrained at the outer edge of the plume, and the outflow is 

the axially directed flow at plane 2, a distance z above the bottom. 

S v zl d(plane) +S vEd(edge) = S v z 2d(plane) 
plane 1 edge plane 2 

This equation is now rewritten to show that the change in volume flux 

between any two sections equals the entrainment in that section: 

splane vz2d(1Tr2)- s vzld(1Tr2) =s vzd(21Tz) 
2 plane 1 edge 

Now specifying that the velocity profile is uniform at each section out 

to some radial distance, at the edge of the jet:r ' 
0 

r 
ol

l S0 

2 
v z d(Tir ) - v d(Tir )

2 zl 

Note that it assumed that edge of the jet is defined by a cylinder of 

radius r rather than by a frustum of a cone of radius varying with 
0 

z. With this approximation for the entrainment, 
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2 
rrr o2 v z 2 

in the limit as t;,z approaches zero, = r and the result is
ol 

written in differential form as: 

2 
d(rrr v )

0 z = 2rrr v
dz o E 

Introducing Taylor 1 s approximation that = cv 
z 

2 
rrd(r v )

0 z = 2rrr cv III-1
dz 0 z 

results. 

The above equation was derived on the basis of the continuity 

equation for incompressible flow, hence p was not included. Its 

inclusion would have allowed development of an equation specifying 

conservation of mass. Using the same relationships, an equally valid 

equation can be developed for any conservative substance carried with 

the flow such as a tracer or density deficiency. This is achieved in 

this instance by considering the difference in density between the den

sity in the plume and a reference density. In the previous develop

ment a pair of terms, v (p.-p), would have appeared instead of 
z J 

v in each instance relating to axial flow, and vE(P(P) instead 
z 

of for entrained flow. The result then is 
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2 
rrd[ r v ( p . - p)]

0 z J 
= 2 TTC r V ( p . - p ) III-Z

dz 0 z J s 

In order to arrive at this result, it must be accepted that there can be 

no flux of density difference in the region of zero velocity, otherwise 

2 
the left side of the equation would contain A and the right side, A. 

This would prevent the simplifications obtained by the step leading to 

Equation II-I 00. Also note that the reference density was chosen as 

p. rather than since it will be shown that it is not necessary 
J 

to find the virtual source and the density there in order to solve the 

equations. 

For a third independent equation, the Navier-Stokes equation is 

recalled, but now the effective body force is retained and the pressure 

and shear forces are neglected. Expressed in the complete vector 

notation this counterpart of Equations I-1 and I-2 would be 

g(ps-p) 
(V·Y' )V = 

p 

which is the expression for a unit mass. 

Before employing Gauss's theorem again it is necessary to re

phrase the left side of this expression as (V•V )V = V'•(VV) which is 

possible only for the steady state assumption. Then integrating over 

all the fluid within the control volume 
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g(ps -p)('\" rr rrrjj~ \7· (VV)d(pV) = jj (V)(V)•d(C.S.) =JJJ " d(pV) 
p 

V C.S. V 

In applying lin1its to the right side, the body force distribution is con

sideredto extendto Ar, and in evaluating the n:10mentun1. flux 
0 

through the control surface the momentun1 of the entrained fluid is 

c,eglected as insignificant compared to that flowing in the axial direc

tion. 
z Ar 

2 2 r z z c 2 C o 2 
pv d(rrr ) - J pv z d(rrr ) = J J g(ps -p)d(rrr )dzS 

pane1 2 
z 

plane 1 z 0 
l 

After integrating and considering a differential volume: 

2 2 
rrd(pv r )

z 0 2 2 
= rrg(p - p)A r III- 3

dz s 0 

Appl·oxim.ating p by p. for the left side, the equation is rear-
J 

ranged as: 

2 2(ps -p) 
= gA r III-4

dz 0 p.
J 

In Appendix III Equation III-I, 2, 3 are developed using the Gaus

s1an distributions of velocity and density difference and it is shown 

that the resulting equations do not lend themselves to further simpli

fications as can be obtained with the equations developed for the "top 
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hat" profile. 
2

d(v r ) 
z 0 

After cancelling TT, the left side of Equation III-1, 
dz 

is substituted into the right side of Equation Ill- 2 for the terms 

2cr v , giving:
0 z 

2 2
d[ r v ( p 0- p )] d(v r ) 

z 00 z J 
dz dz 

The right side of this equation is then rewritten according to the pro

duct rule, as: 

d[ ( p 0- p )(v r 
2

)] v r 
2

d(po-p )
J s z 0 z 0 J s 

dz dz 

The first term was transposed and the second expanded to yield the 

equation 

2 
d[(po-p)r v]

J o z 

2 
d[(po-p )r v]

J s o z =v r 2 
dps 

v r 
2 dpo 

_:.J_ 
dz dz z o dz z o dz 

When terms on the left are collected and the last term on the right is 

cancelled because p 0, the refe renee density, does not vary, the 
J 

result is: 

2 
d[r v (p -p)] dp 

0 z s 2 s 
= r v

dz o z dz 

Multiplying both sides by g/ po,
J 
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2 2 
d[gr v (p -p)/ p .] gr v dp 

0 z s J = z0 s 
III- 5

dz p. dz 
J 

Recalling that J = r v (proportional to the square root of the kin
0 z 

ematic momentum flux) and that :f... = r 
2 

v (proportional to volume 
0 z 

flux) and redefining the buoyancy flux parameter, ~ , as: 

;r: = r 
2 

v g(p -p)/p. III-6 
0 z s J 

and the gradient term, -</ , as: 

_g_ dp s 
_4 = III-7 

p. dz 
J 

the Equations III-1, 4, and 5 become 

d-1 
= 2cJ III-8

dz 

dJ4 
= 2A 

2 ~ .J.. III-9
dz 

d?f 
dz = -4:1. III-1 0 

But Equation III-9 is more conveniently written as 
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or 

dJ -1 2 -3 
=2 AJ ~.1._ III-11

dz 

Normalizing all the variables by dividing by some reference value, 

we obtain the dimensionless variables: 

:f._~:~ = ~ 

j_ ~:~ 

J 
J 

z = 

Substituting these into the Equations III-8, 10, 11, above and rear

ranging: 

III-12 

III-1 3 

,,,.,, 
dJ 

,,, I:LI-14 .,, 
dz 

If it is now required that each of the three parenthetical express ions 
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above equal unity, the simplest non-dimensional form of the govern

ing equations of motion are obtained. 

,,_ 

d ;1''' .,.-·
,,_ = J III-1 5 .,. 

dz 

d .t' ':' -·
,,_ = - ;{'' Ill-16 .,, 

dz 

.J...,. 

III-1 7 
dz 

dJ 
,,_.,, 

These are the equations which will be solved in the section entitled 

! 1Solution of Equations II on page 99. 

The above process also serves as a basis for obtaining simili

tude in model studies, for clearly the same non-dimensional equations 

apply to an orifice, forced plume, and receiving vessel of any size, 

hence the corresponding parenthetical terms must be equal for both 

model and prototype. This will be recalled later, but for now the 

reference value of the variables must be identified. Setting each 

term in parenthesis to l: 

2cJ ,,.,...... z .,,,.. 

.1 ,,_.,. 
= l III-18 

4 ..2 ~:,z~!< 
-;: ,,_.,. 

= l III-19 
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III- 20 

A value for one of the reference values can be chosen arbitrarily. 

Morton chose so that at however he 

had to assume was constant between the actual source and the 

virtual source in order to arrive at a solution. In this work D., 
J 

the jet diameter, will be chosen as a convenient, representative dis

tance for z,,,, the reference distance. From III-18, after substitut
,,, 

ing D. for z::!~'J 

;1.. = ZeD .J III- 21 
~~ J ~c 

and again in III-19, 

III- 22 

Using this result for c::l.,, in III-20 
'•' 

4 
J ,,, = ..... 

III-2 3 

Solving III-21 and 22 for J~:' by equating the right sides of each, 

-1 -1 -r' -1 -2 
= 2 c r,,,4 D. III-24

•.• J 

Now solving III-23 and 24 simultaneously by the same technique, the 

standardized buoyant force parameter is found to be: 
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When this result is used in III-24, the standardized momentum term 

is found to be: 

Sim~ilarly from III-21 the reference value of the volume flux paramet

e r is: 

Collecting these for convenient reference together with their non-di

mens ional and dimensional counterparts: 

z = D.z III-2 5 
J 

1/2 1/2 2 ~:~ 
J = 2 Ac .d. D. J III- 26 

J 

-( 23/2 2,./1/2 3 ~~~ 
c:::>'- Ac .;((~ D. _..... III- 2 7 

J 

III- 28 

Uniform Environment 

As 4 approaches zero the change in buoyant force decreases 

until it becomes constant with depth, hence the differential equations 

analogous to III-8, 10, 11 become 
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d.:£ 
= 2cJ III-29

dz 

dJ -1 2 -3_../ -r
2 A J ;,If~ III- 30

dz 

and in non-dimensional form 

III- 31 

,,,.,, 

III- 32 
dz 

.,, 

with the conditions that: 

2cJ z 
:-::: ::::: 

= 1 III- 33 

III-34 

Again letting 

z = D 
>:~ j 

.:f..,,, = 2c D .J ,,,.,, J .,, 

and 

dJ-,,, 

which when substituted gives 
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Using this result in III-33 

It is known that is constant hence ~ ,,, = IJfl since .:1.... 
~::: 

and ,,, 

,,, ,,, 
'I' 'I' 

must be positive in order to assure that J and .:1.... have the 

same sign as J and .;[ Summarizing the results for the uni

form environment it is noted that the reference values depend on the 

initial buoyancy in the forced plume. 

III-35 

,,, 
'I' 

z = D.z III- 36 
J 

III- 3 7 

III- 38 
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Solution of Equations 

Stratified Environment: 

Starting with Equation III-16 set 

dz 
,,_.,, 

III- 39 

and using this in Ill-1 7 

and integrating 

or 

-·-z 
~; 
2 

~:<4 ~:~4 
3 2 -Jl 

4 

~:<4 

J2 
+ = 

4 

= 

-·-2 -·-2;t:; -~~-

2 

Ill-40 

This constant of integration, the sum on the right, is evaluated using 

known values of ?'!< and say at the actual source: 
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III-41 

Then solving for any J *: 

* J yP -'*I. 1/4J = (-sign d 1f' )( L l - 2 tr ) III-42 

* -,! *where J and r are paired values. 

* That the direction of flow (tJ rneans up, -J * n1.eans 

down) can be determined by the opposite way in which ::/* is chang

ing is proven as follows: Consider the four possible types of flow 

from a virtual source as shown in Figure 16. 

CASE 1 CASE 2 CASE 3 CASE 4 

.... 
.Ji*+ J.-* J.*+ J~--+ 

1 1 1... 
"" ;ti*+ ~i- ""' ~';c - 1 ~-

1 1 

Figure 16. 

With Equations III-15, 16, 1 7 the direction of flow for each case is 

examined, 
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Case 1: 
,,_.,, +

(1 5) J Hence J always positive
+ 

(16) d ?f:~ =-.;{dz~:~ = (-)(+)(+) = - Hence ;rf is always 

decreasing 

,,,.,, 
Proximal region: dJ = (+)(+)(+)(+) = + 

,,, 

hence J 
'•' 

= + and inc rea sing 

distal region: dJ = (-)(+)(+)(+) = 
,,, 

hence J 
,,, 

= + and dec rea sing. 

The solution is intended to be valid only until the plume top is 

reached, not as the fluid falls down and outward into the horizontal 
,,_ 

layer. Figures 17-20 demonstrates how J 
'I' 

Distal 

,,, 
J'l' 

i 

To 
-----+--------------~~----------~~--~2 

Proxirn.al I 

I 

Figure 17. 
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All of the following forms of Equation III-42 are acceptable for 

!{!! 

finding J : (other, more complicated ones are also available). 

~:~ ~:~ I - ) ~~:~zll I 4
J. = (signJi) C " -r

1 

Case 2: 

+ -- = hence J always negative(1 5) J 

( 1 7) 

(16) d ~* =-..:l.··i'dz'" = (-1)(+)(-) hence j'(>:< always mcreasing 

,,,.,, 
Proximal: dJ = (-)(+)(-)(-) 

,,,.,, 
hence J d8creasing 

,,,.,. 
distal: dJ = (+)(+)(-)(-) = + 

,,,.,. 
hence J increasing. 

The followirg forms of III-42 are acceptable: 
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BottoIE z 

roxl.mal 

Distal 

Figure 18. 

Case 3: The solution now is intended to be valid in the rising 

section of the plume and then in both the proximal and distal portions 

of the falling plume (merely Case2 again). 

,,,,,, d;1..''' 
,,, 

(1 5) J ---,,, 
dz 

,,, 

,,, 
'•' +

Rising: J - - + 
+ 

,,, 
'•' +

Falling: J - = 

,,, ,,, ,,,.:2. ,,, d z ,,,d ~-·-(16) = 

Rising: d --:!'''
,,, 

= (-)(+)(+) = 

Falling: d ::;('' 
,,, 

= (-)(+)(-) = + 

,,, ...,... ...,..... , .. 3 ..,.. 
=I'''~,,, J ,,, - dz ,,,-( 1 7) dJ 

,,, 
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,,_ 

Rising: dJ 
,,, 

= (-)(+)(+)(+) = 

Falling: 

,,_ 

Proximal: dJ 
,,, 

= (-)(+)(-)(-) - 
,,_ 

Distal: dJ 
,,, 

= (+)(+)(-)(-) = + 

,. 
J ' 

Bottom Top 

J 

Distal 
Proxi.mal 

Figure 19. 

If interest were only in the rising plume, Equation III-42 could be 

written: 

but to provide solutions in the "falling" region, the sign of J is 

seen to be opposite the sign of dr'~:<' hence the result: 
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Case 4: Me rely the reverse of Case 3, as Case 2 was with re

gard to Case 1. Hence, the form of Equation lli-42 is the same. 

J ~:~' ;:~:~ 

Bottom Top 

Proximal 
Distal 

Figure 20. 

and ~~:~In order to solve for J it is first necessary to 

solve for one or the other. This is done by employing Equation III-39 

in Equation III-1 5 to get: 

and then using Equation III-42 substitute for J 
~:~ 

and integrate. 
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The above expression can be sim~plified on considering that .:l... ':~ 
,,,,,, 

increases in the direction of flow regardless of the sign of J . In 

Case l flows d'l':~ is always negative in the direction of flow hence 

2 

always provides .:1.. > ..Z. , since .,:'; < ;{~~, if point 2 is down
2 1 

stream~ from point l. This is illustrated in Figure 21. 

J 
'''2 '''2o2;' - ct~' 

2 

Figure 21. 

If for some reason point 2 is selected upstream from point l,

). ;~2 _~:~2 
should turn out negative. In such a case would 

2 
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be greater than and integration would proceed in the minus di

rection and the integral would indeed turn out negative. 

In Case 2 flows whenpoint 2 is downstream from point 1 (Fig

,,, 

ure 22) and the sign of J 
,,, 

is disregarded, integration from 

..,,,. 
J ~~~ produces a nega

tive area whereas it should be 

positive. Hence multiplying by 

(-signd:;(~~) provides the pro

per sign. The opposite is also 

true. For Case 3 flows if bothFigure 22. 

points are in either the rising 

or falling portion, the integra

tion is straightforward; however, 
J 

if the points are opposite each 

other as in Figure 2 3 it is o b

vious that both vlaues are the 

same and integration from one 

point to the other must proceed 

Figure 23. along the proper path. 

Case 4 flows present no additional considerations with regard 

to the sign convention. 

Making use of Morton's approximation that .;1._~:~ approaches 

zero at the virtual source: 
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III-43 

This integral is evaluated for successive values of ;(':~ until 

th~ value equals the. volump flux term on the left. The results, Jn 

sumrnary are: 

I_/.-,. 

Of" = in direction of flow, hencel. 

when rnoving back to virtual source; pas sibly Case 1 or 

4. If all :/:~ ~ h):~ i.< i. e . , ~ ~ C / 2., Case 1. 
J = 0 

If J reaches zero and becornes negative, 

switches to negative and Case 4 is only possible result. 

J 

;/ 
1 
J 

Figure 24. 

,,, ,,, 

2.. J. 
,,, 

- :~:·- from J to i. Either Case 2. 
J J 

or 3. If all Case 2. otherwise Case 3. 
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Figure 25. 

~':' _ + from3 /' +' .,r:'J - : d 1" - j to 1 • Pas s1obly distal0 

· J Case 3.portion of Case 1 or 

_...,:, 0, case 3.If -ri~ 

Case 1 ~-·-,,, 0 Case l. 
If f'i>' 

Figure 26. 

4. 
':' r:~:< + : drf':'=- fran< j to 1 • Either 4, or0J j - ' J 

distal 2. 
'•' 

,,, Case 4. ----,-.,-,.17"7177Ti7//i7}-----~~- r 
,,, 

If t-:•' ? 0' 
l 

If 'f'~:' < 0, Case 2. 
1 

Figure 2 7. 

0 

0 hoft in sign,Because o f th1s s 1 it must be determ1ne d 1n the computer0 
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program for integrating Equation III-43 i£ ::;tf.:· has passed either 

0 or ~ z: ;2 to establish the direction of either or /'.
1 1 

Once this is done and '~<',
1 

is available Equation III-42 is used to 

::::: 
evaluate J .. 

1 

Continuing, a general expression for any .;1_':' is written as: 

III--44 

or 

.;[* ~ !..(''2 + 
2 1 

Using Equation III-44a in Equation III -16 

III-44a 

dz 
::~ 

then integrating: 

,,,,,, 

z - z = 
"2 1 III-45 
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Several useful forms of Equation III-45 are: 

1. For 

,,, ,,,.,, 
~-·- = ~-2 J 

o1. ,,,'•' 
= 0 

1 

hence 

2. Point of vanishing buoyancy: 

,,, ,,,.,, .,, 
,,, 

z2 = z -1'.,, 
= 0 

3. Top of plume: 

'(. ,,,The value of ~ .,, corresponds to the value of for the 
z 
max 2 ,:~2 

vanishing of v . Now v = L oe-J- Since is never de-
z z J.. J....':~ 

creasing, J must be, hence v = 0 when J = 0. Then using 
z 

III-42 
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~~:~ 
r ~::: 

z 

~:~2 1/4
0 <C - 2 ~ ~:~ >

1 z 
max 

max 

In solving specific problems it will not be necessary to find the 

location of the virtual source nor to find the values of ;(~:~ and J::~ 
l 1 

as Equation III-42, 44a, and 45 will suffice to obtain a solution using 

,,,.,, 
the values of J., and ~~:~ (at the actual source) as the ini-

J J 

tial conditions. Equivalent flows generated from the virtual source 

were found by Morton to be more of a general solution and for this 

reason the improved method of determining its location has been giv

en. The same type of generalized solutions are not of as much value 

when non-linear gradients are considered since the generality is re

stricted to the initial gradient (assuming also the gradient does not 

change between the actual and virtual sources). 

It is proposed that Equation III-45 can be used to determine the 

depths at which the horizontally flowing mixed layer first begins to 

form, usingzerofor This is easily visualized;t:;.ZLBOT' 

since the material at the very edge of the plume will have (theoreti

cally) no momentum and with the vanishing of buoyancy must be dis

placed by subsequent particles into a horizontal layer. It is at this 

point that the physical situation begins to deviate radically from the 

mathematical model, thus this should be the best estimate provided. 
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The fluid within a distance r of the center line will (accord
a 

ing to Equation III-42) possess a maximum amount of momentum and 

-·
will continue to be displaced vertically until J 

,,, 

reaches zero. At 

this point will be a maximum and opposite in sign to 

as determined by solution of III-42. It is proposed that this be ac

cepted as a method of estimating in an orderly and reproducible fash

ion both and 0 into the mixed layer. For 0 into the mix

ed layer Equation III-44a is evaluated at 'I':< = - -fo':< which gives
2 max 

a value for -i.. ;. From III- 27 .J..
2 

is obtained. By definition, 

and 0 = 2 
rrr v 

0 z 
hence It is now suggested 

that this fluid possessing opposite buoyancy at the top of the plume re

turns to the mixed layer where it will be in equilibrium, and that it 

does so without experiencing additional entrainment. This as sump

tion tends to compensate somewhat for the previous assumption that 

all of the fluid travels to the maximum level under the influence of 

entrainment. 

To estimate the value of found from III-4 2 is 

assumed to represent all of the fluid as it returns to its equilibrium 

position. Employing the definition for rf (III-6) andiii-28 

(ps,z -p) 
2 -< max 

r v g = o<2g----
0 z pj 
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hence; 

III-46a 

and z , is found as the point on the original density profile where 
L 

the density equals p. 

Uniform Environment 

Starting with III- 31 

J 

,,, 

dz 
,,, 

III-4 7 

and using this in III- 3 2 

which when integrated yields: 

~:< 2 ~:< 2 
.;12 --<1 

= III-48 
2 

This gives: 

Since .'!...~:< can never be negative, 
,,,,,, 

J will always bear the proper 

sign. The general form of Equation III-48 is used to give 

··c1... ,,, 
2 

2 ··-s -·-s -·-2 
1I 2- - ,,, ,,, .:1. ,,, 

- [ 5 (J 2 -J l ) + l ] III-48a 
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and substituting into III-32; 

= dz 

and integrating; 

III-49 

This solution is required when a forced plume is discharged into an 

environment where there is no density gradient in the proximity of 

the orifice, but where one exists downstream. The solution for the 

stratified environment can not be used to begin this analysis because 

...¢' must be non zero. The method of normalization developed in this 

work assures that the two solutions are superimposable at the point 

where the gradient begins. 

Solution of Problem 

The typical ocean waste disposal problem to be solved involves 

a jet discharging vertically into a density stratified environment with 

a rather high buoyancy and moderate momentum. In the application 

to destratification of reservoirs by pumping the relative values of 

buoyancy and momentum may be reversed. In both cases the density 
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gradi~nt is likely to be non-linear; containing also a segment with un

iform density near the level of the 0rifice. 

The solution is begun by employing Equahon III-49 for the seg

rnent of the gradient above the orifice which is represented by a uni

form density. This segment is of course reduced to a non-dimension

;~ ~ dis+ance via Equaticn III- 36. Tbe value o:f the non-dimensional 

rnornenturn term, J 1s increased inc rernentally above 

"'Iuntil the integral equals the non-dirnensional distance. 2. The result-· 

ing value for is then used in Equation III-48a to yield cJ. ;. 

These values are then converted to their representative dimensional 

values by Equations III-37, 38. 

One now imagines that these values represent a larger orifice 

located at the end of this uniform segment discharging into a segment 

whose gradient is defined by 4 . Using Equations III-25, 26, 27,
1 

28 the dimensional values are converted to their non-din1ensional 

5
The integration was performed nmnerically by a Gaussian

Legendre quadratu::.-e program on the CDC 3300. Actually the inte
gral was evaluated for successive J>:~ only until its value was with

in lo/o of the simplified integral: ,,,J; 
2 -1/2 ( >n;2 >:~

<-s) 1 >:~ J dJ 

Jl 

which integrates exactly to l. 05 Thereafter the 

value of J 2 was found using the simplified form. This is found in 
statements 72 + 2 and 92 of the program listing in Appendix V. 
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counterparts. Equation III-45 is employed first to find 

successive decrements of ~~:~ from ~~:~ until the integral equals
1 

the non-dimensional segmental distance. If ,;':< decreases to zero 

before the end of the segment, the computer determines the position 

at which this occurs and outputs z LBOT and then goes on dec reas-

If -,/:< reaches its maximum negative value, -"./ 2:/2, 

the computer establishes z and, using Equation III-46a, deter-
max 

mines the density at which zL is formed. If, on the other hand, 

the segment is traversed before .,r':< reaches the low-

e r limit of the integral, ft
>~ 

, is found. This in turn is used in Equa
2

tion III- 44a to find d1..; and in Equation III- 42 to find These 

terminal values are converted to their respective non-dimensional 

values and represent a new imaginary actual source entering a new 

segment of the gradient. This segment is traversed in the same way 

after the initial values are converted to non-dimensional values, and 

so forth until the maximum height is reached. 

6 .
The Gauss1an-Legendre quadrature program is employed 

twice for this evaluation. 
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IV. MODEL STUDIES 

Similitude 

Following up on the suggestion on page 93, Equations III-12, 

13, and 14 are employed with the requirements that each relationship 

produce identical results for any point in the flow for model and pro

totype. Hence, from III-12: 

and from III-13: 

and from III-14 

Previously, when developing Equations III-15, 16, and 17 it was re

quired that each of the parenthetical expressions above equal unity 

but that was merely for the purpose of presenting the equations in 

their simplest form, free of constants. If now the purpose is not to 

produce simplified equations but rather to develop similarity, one 

need not be concerned with form - only with the requirement that the 
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corresponding terms are equal. Choosing a reference value for all 

the independent variables, viz: 

v = v 
>:< j 

then 

and 

2
~-·-=D. v. .,, J J 

then 

2 .6p i 
~-·-.,, =D. v.g-J J p 0 

J 

and from III-12 

2cD.v.D. 
= J J J = 2c 

2 
D. v. 

J J 

and from III-1 3 

_4D. 
2 
v.D. --1/D.=__.......__= J J J 

2 g.6p./p.
D. v.g.6p./p. 1 J 

J J 1 J 

IV -1 

IV -2 

IV -3 

IV -4 

IV -5 

IV -6 

IV -7 

IV -8 

IV -9 

IV -10 
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that is 

.dD.p.) ~'.4-D.p.)_ ___.,_]_].,_ J J IV -11( g 6 pi M g 6 pi P 

similarly from III-14 

2 2 
A ;£~:< .:1..~:<z A 2 2 6 pi D. v. A2 

=-D v g- ~ i Dj = 22 j j p.2J4 D. v. 2(NF')
~:~ J 

J J 

or 

IV -12 

For the uniform environment Equation III-34 yields the same result 

as III-14. 

Experiments 

Mathematical Arrangement 

In the early development of the theory it was argued that viscous 

effects were not important in free turbulence, hence it is not required 

that NR be equal between model and prototype; however, it is re

qui red that the flow be turbulent in each case. Flow in a free envir

onment can be expected to be turbulent when NR > 2000. This will 

therefore be required for all experimental tests. 

For the range of temperatures and salinities likely to be en

-6 2
countered, v was taken to be constant at 0. 93xl0 m /sec. 
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Using this in 
v.D. 

NR =~ ~ 2000 

-3
(v.D.) p~l.86xl0 IV -13 

J J M, 

Determination of these values for the prototype and accepting g as 

constant, there are five independent variables, v., D., .6p., .-4;/,
J J 1 

and p. which remain to be specified for the model. If a tank is 
J 

available for performing the model flow, the maximum depth of the 

tank, z provides a fourth equation since z,,, =D. and,
surf, M ,,, J 

z f D. sur , M J, P 
D. = IV -14 

J,M z 
surf, P 

One of the variables can be arbitrarily or conveniently chosen 

and the others are determined by simultaneous solution of the four 

Equations, IV -11, 12, 13, 14. 

Physical Arrangement 

There were not specific full scale situations for which model 

studies were desired. Hence, in addition to the practical considera

tions of size and control of the variables, the only requirement is 

that the experiments performed on the model scale be representative 

in general of the type of problem to be expected in practice. 

A tank was selected which provided a maximum usable water 
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depth of 0. 965 meters. 

-3 
A jet was selected with a diameter of 6. 35xl0 meters (1/4") 

after considering several possibilities. With this choice, rearrange

ment of Equation IV-14 gives 

z 
surf, M .965=----'--- = 152
D. -3 

J,M 6. 35xl0 

z 
surf, P 

which is usually more than sufficient for the range of 
D. p 

J' 
found in practice. Also from Equation IV-13 

-3 

v ~ 1. 86xlO :): 0. 293m/sec 
j,M -3 

6. 35xl0 

which was possible to achieve in the laboratory with the head room 

available for an overhead gravity feed device. Also, for customarily 

used prototype diameters, the velocities required by Equation IV -13 

are quite realistic. 

It was found to be advantageous in this study to "turn the model 

aver" and discharge a heavy fluid downward into a density stratified 

fluid, i.e. a Case 2 or Case 3 flow. A useful range of Froude Num

bers to be expected in practice is 1-20; hence, this serves as a 

guide in the model studies for selection of p., as follows: 
J 
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v 

l < < 20 
"./ gD. b. p ./ p.

J 1 J 

2 
(. 293) p./ b.p.

1 
l < 400-3 < 

9. 8 l ( 6. 3 5x l 0 ) 

p . 
. 7 26 < _:_J._ < 290 

b. p.
1 

Yrom Equation IV -11, reasonable prototype values are found to range 

from 10 to . 001 for the dimensionless number 

~D.p.
J J 

g b. p.
1 

Hence 

. OOlg l J..Qg_ 
.dD < t:.p. <_LID. 

j 1 J 

Now using the value of 0. 00635 for D. in the model and selecting 
J 

a range of values for ._,d which will be manageable in the model, 

4 
say . 981 to .l55kg;m 

-3 p.
9. 8lxl0 9. 8lxl0< ....J_ < 

-2 -3 b.p -1 -3 
9.8lxl0 x6,35xl0 i 9.8lxl0 x6, 35xl0 

p. 3 
15. 7 < ....J_ < l 5, 7xl 0 

b. p.
1 
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Then it is seen that p./.6p. should be between 15 and 300. Alo/o
J 1 

p . 
and lOo/o salt solution would provide, respectively, ...:..1_ = 130 and

.6 p. 
p . 1 

.:..J_ = 16. Initially, a 10 o/o salt solution was chosen.
.6 p. 

In most experiments which have been reported, the tank employ

ed was so small that observations of the maximum penetration were 

restricted to a short time since the fluid in the horizontal mixed layer 

was returned to the mixing region by currents induced in the receiv

1ng fluid. Also, this prevented observations on the location of the 

horizontal layer. To partially ave rcome these objections, the tank 

employed in this investigation had a nominal diameter of 2. 44m. As 

shown in Figure 28, a 1. 22m wide plastic window was constructed in

to the tank. Tubes extending 25 em. into the tank were placed helical

ly around the tank to obtain samples approximately every five em. of 

depth. 

The density gradient in the ambient fluid was achieved with mill 

run salt. In Runs one and three, successively less dense layers of 

saline water were added slowly to the tank in incremental volumes of 

0. 083 cubic meters. This procedure required about 35 layers, each 

approximately 2. 5 em. thick. 

For Run two the tank was filled with water and mill run salt was 

distributed across the surface so that it dissolved as it settled through 

the water. The gradient for Runs four and five was obtained by adding 

heavier layers to the bottom of the tank, just the reverse of the first 
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procedure, and this was found to be the most convenient method. 

After the final layer was added, the tank was allowed to remain quies

cent for a day before the jet was operated. Immediately before oper

ating, samples were obtained for analysis of conductivity on a 11Ser

fass112/ conductivity bridge so that points on the density profile could 

be obtained. A smooth curve was drawn through the points by eye and 

the curve was used to divide the gradient into approximately linear 

segments. 

Figure 28. 

The jet fluid was prepared from the same water and salt as the 

receiving fluid and in addition contained 0. 01% by weight of the dye 

7Model RCM 15Bl of Industrial Instruments Incorporated 
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"Erioglaucine A Supra.,,§/ 

In operation the jet fluid was delivered from an overhead Mar

iotte bottle so that the volume flux did not vary during the test. A 

rotometer was used to measure this. The progress of the test was 

recorded on photographs which were then used to measure the desired 

distances. The gradients achieved are shown in Figure 29. The same 

gradient w~s used for both Runs 4 and 5 by employing the fluid with 

large initial density difference and large momentum first, and after 

the tank contents were allowed to come to rest, discharging the jet 

fluid with less buoyancy and less momentum. 

Table I identifies the hydraulic characteristics of the runs. 

Table I. Hydraulic characteristics of experimental runs . . 

RUN OBSERVED CALCULATED 

# Q. 
J 

p.
J 

v. 
J 

3 
m /sec kg/m 

3 
m/sec 

N 
R 

N'
F 

l 2.45x10
-5 

1066.0 . 774 5280 12.0 

2 2.45x10
-5 

1066.0 . 774 5280 12 . 0 

3 2 . 45xl0
-5 

1066.0 . 774 5280 12.0 

4 3.35x10
-5 

1065. 5 1. 06 7~30 17. 0 

5 1 . 22x10 
-5 

1036.2 . 386 .:::636 8.2 

8
A product of Geigy Dye stuffs 
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L!l 0 
;:;, 0 
0" 0 

....... 

c 

0, 1 

J. 2 

0. 3 
U) 

H 
(j) 

0.14J 
(j) 

s 
N 

' 
0.5 

...c ' 
4J 
D.. 
(j) 0.0C1 

G. 7 
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• 0 

0.9 

1.0 

Density, p, 
3 

kg/m 

() 
--; 

0 
....... 

0 
N 
0 
....... 

0 
;f') 

0 
....... 

Ru.r. 3 

(Runs

(!' 4a, 

Figure 29. 
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Observations of the plume development were recorded on 35 mm 

color reversal film approximately every 5 seconds after the discharge 

was begun. Enlarged prints similar to the one displayed in Figure 30 

were made from each negative and e ach one was used to obtain a mea

surement for z max' zLBOT' and z.L. The measurement was ob 

tained from the grid on the front of the window after the projection of 

the point of interest was corrected for parallax. The procedure for 

this correction is demonstrated in Figure 31. 

Figure 30. 
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Figure 31. 
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V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 

The results of the experimental runs did not agree favorably 

with the predicted results, which in all cases were less than the dis

tances actually traveled by the jet fluid. The data for Run two were 

analyzed to d~te rmine if the discrepancy was due to the method of 

solution or was an indication that the mathematical model did not fit 

the observed situation. Run two was chosen because the gradient was 

nearly linear and comparisons could be made to Morton's solution for 

this case. Assuming that this was so, it was necessary to determine 

what linear gradient would be used for Morton's solution. Two choic 

4 
es are presented here- a minimum gradient of 8. 44 kgjm and a 

4
maximum of 13.4 kg/m , although it is noticed that if one were to 

actually traverse the curve, gradients exceeding this would obtain for 

short segments. According to Morton (1959b) the value of y is 

computed: 

2
5 5(1. 08) (9. 81)(-67)(. 0031 75) = 

y = 1 - . 98
2 

8(. 116)(1065)(. 78) 

y=.995 

From this the location of the virtual source is 

':< 3/2 ~1.005 3 
zv = 4. 29(. 995) 5 1/2 dy . . 15 

(y -1) 
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Then the length scale is computed as: 

5
[ (. 0031 75)(. 78)l_ l. 

= . 056 
'- 1/2.[(. 003175) (. 78)(9. 81)(67/1065)] 

hence 

zV = (. 056)(. 15) = . 008 meters 

The height of the plume depends on where 

(. 78)"(-9. 81 x8. 4444/1065)r = 2 2 2 2 
(. 78) (-9. 8lx8. 4444/1065) - (l. 08} (9. 81) (67/1065) 

= e 096 

For this value the dimensionless value of z 1s approximately 
max 

2. 5. ThP length scale for this conversion is 

6 1 4
(4.85xl0- ) / = 

• 228
5 8 4 2 3 8

2 / (1. o8/ / (. 116// (9. 81 x 8. 44/1 065) / 

and the height of the plume = (. 28)(2. 5) =- • 571 meters above the vir

tual source, hence with respect to the actual source 

z = 0. 563 meters 
max 

4 
Now if the steeper gradient, 13.4 kg/m is chosen, 'I and 

~:::: 

are the same, but r = . 14 and z - 2. 4. The new length 
max 

scale is . 192 therefore 
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z =(.192x2.4)-. 008 = .452 meters. 
max 

Using my solution, the corresponding results are . 578 meters 

and .483 meters (lines 8 and 7 of Table II) respectively. ThP. differ

ences may be attributed to the approximation used in integrating for 

and the small scale of Morton's graph where z* is approx
max 

imated. In my solution the Gaussian - Legendre quadrature is only 

an approximation. In either case (Morton's or mine) both gradients 

prbvide an estimate of penetration much less than the experimentally 

observed value of. 68 meters. For comparison purposes several en

trainment coefficients other than the value of . 116 used by Morton 

were used in the solution. For c =0. 085 the penetrations extima.t

ed were • 672 meters, and. 563 meters, (lines 9 and 10 of Table II) . 

The fair comparison between Morton's and my model solutions 

was taken to mean that my method of solution was at least as satis

factory an approximation as his. 

Line 9 of Table II shows that for a minimum uniform gradient, 

thP. reduced value of entrainment provided a mathematical solution 

which was reasonably close to the observed value, while for the max

imum uniform gradient the plume height was less. Of course the val

ues obtained for the segmented gradient would be expected to be inter

mediate. Such a result is shown in Table III along with the results of 

the other runs, and for Morton's entrainment value of 0. 116. 
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Table II. Comparison of predicted results for Run Two, 

z z 
LBOT max 
meters meters 

1. Identical gradient of 13. 4 partitioned 
at . 1, . 2, . 3, . 4 meters 

2, Partitioned at . 12, . 24, . 36 
3. Partitioned at • 15, . 30, . 45 
4. Partitioned at • 2 
5. Partitioned at . 3 
6. Partitioned at . 4 
7. No partition 
8. No partition 

Gradient = 8. 44 
9. No partition, c = 0.085 

Gradient = 8. 44 
10. No partition, c = 0. 085 

Gradient = 13, 4 
11. 4 segments of variable gradient, 

c=O.ll6 

. 316 

. 313 

. 305 

. 293 
• 2 79 
• 2 79 
. 2 78 

• 335 

. 391 

• 325 

. 329 

• 451 
.448 
.443 
. 438 
. 411 
.424 
.483 

. 578 

. 672 

• 563 

.456 

Table III. Comparison of experimental results with predicted values 

for z and z BOT' max L 

Run Experimental Predicted Heights 
Heights c = 0. 085 c=O.ll6 

o/o ofMeters o/o of
Meters Experimental Meters Experimental 

1 z ,58 . 459 79 .415 72 
z 
max 

. 33 • 334 101 • 311 94
LBOT

2 z . 68 . 517 76 ~456 67 
max 

z . 38 . 379 100 . 329 87
LBOT

3 z . 37 . 288 78 . 264 71 
max 

z . 22 • L.O 6 94 • 191 87
LBOT

4 z . 56 .407 73 . 362 65 
max 

z . 21 . 280 133 . 251 120
LBOT

4a . 450 80 • 38 7 69 

J.). 295 140 . ~61 124 
5 z . 32 • 300 97 . 266 86 

max 
z . 17 . 213 125 . 194 114

LBOT 

9 see discussion (page 134) 
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For the first three runs the small entrainment coefficient 

(c = 0. 085) provided a value for zLBOT which was almost exactly 

the same as the observed value, yet the predicted maximums were 

consistently low. When the recommended coefficient (c = 0. 116) 

was employed, the corresponding values were about 10 percent lower. 

The results of Run 4 are consistent with respect to z but the 
max 

values of are high for some unknown reason. The lines 

labeled "4a" require some explanation. The liquid samples with

drawn from the experimental apparatus were split into two aliquots, 

the first was analyzed directly for resistance as with the other runs, 

while the second was diluted with distilled water so that the resistance 

was always greater than 500 ohms and always was from 10 to 80 times 

greater than the undiluted samples. The gradient elucidated from 

these samples was slightly less steep and contributed to higher pre-

dieted values. Run 5 was experimentally observed to extend much 

further than aniticipated and the position of z was obscured by
max 

the horizontal dyed layer from Run 4. Although not discernible on 

the plates, this point was distinguishable in the tank at a height of ap

proximately 0. 35m. The initial portion did not exhibit the charact

eristic spread but rather remained in a cylindrical section for ap

proximately 0. 035 m. Correcting for this (say 0. 031 m) it is seen 

that the percent predicted is 97 for c = 0. 085 and 86 for c = 0. 116. 

These values are high with respect to the other runs and the high 
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values of seem to be proportionally high, but not as highZLBOT 

as for Run 4. 
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VI. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The paper by Morton, Taylor, and Turner (1956) contains re

sults for the n1aximum heights achieved experimentally when buoyant 

plumes (no initial momentum) were emitted into linearly stratified 

fluids. Their experimental result for the same boundary conditions 

as Run Two was in agreement with the predicted result. For exam

ple, assuming the m.ilder gradient, they would have had an experi

mental result of about 0. 46 m above the actual source, and for the 

steeper gradient, a value of 0. 375m. The corresponding predicted 

results were 0. 516 and 0.432 meters above the virtual source. They 

corrected for the location of the virtual source on the basis of the ex

perimental line of best fit, which suggested that the virtual source 

was 0. 052 meters below the actual source. After making this adjust

ment, the comparisons would be excellent indeed. As was shown in 

th~ previous chapter, when Morton's (1959b) method of accounting for 

initial momentum and for the theoretical position of the virtual source 

was used, the predicted heights were 0. 563 and 0. 452 meters re

spectively. When one considers that according to the theory, the in

corporation of a small amount of momentum in the source flow causes 

a reduction in predicted height due to more rapid mixing, this is a 

curious situation. Morton did not provide any new experimental evi

dence in either of his papers (1959a, b), but in the latter paper he 
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pointed out that the determination of c could not be regarded as 

satisfactory because, 

... the entry length (Kuethe, 1935) was as much as one
quarter of the plume height in some runs; the release 
of alcohol was so short that time -dependent effects would 
have been included; when alcohol mixes with water there 
is a reduction in volume up to 5-10 percent; the tank dia
meter was only 10 times that of a main nozzle. 

Another point would have been worthwhile developing. This is, 

in applying the theory for buoyant plumes to their first series of ex

periments, the predicted values for zLBOT (above the actual 

s ource) are . 34 meters and . 28 meters respectively, for the milder 

and steeper possible gradients for Run Two. The observed results, 

as judged from the line of best fit, would have been either . 22 meters 

or • 18 meters. This appears to have been a consistent consequence 

and, even in the photographic evidence, where they show the length 

scale superimposed on the observed plume, the point of zero buoy

ancy is shown well above the obs~rved zLBOT' This was the r e 

sult of assuming that the predicted maximum height agreed with the 

obs~rved z . Both posit ions could not have been matched and if 
max 

they had chosen to match zLBOT instead of z , they woul d 
max 

have been required to report on experimentally-obtained value for 

of 0. 29. This would have been objectionable because, due to the 

1
similarity principle, b= ---2, which would have produced 

1 . 44c 
b = 8. 3, and such a wide p r ofile had never been reported, This 

c 
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result would have compelled them to question their experimental re

sults, however, as Morton (1959b) later did, 

Regardless of the reasons why their experimental studies were 

not appropriate, it is of value to consider their results even further, 

In theory, the ratio of z to should always be 
max ZLBOT 

2, 8/2.105 = l. 3; yet, in their observations, the ratio varied from 

2 to 4 for low values of the length scale and 

from 2 to 2. 5 for higher values. Obviously the theory doesn't accur

ately predict both levels and, in order to test the theory, it seems as 

though their choice of z was the wrong one, 
max 

If the theory is any good at all, it should do the better job in 

predicting zLBOT because the portion of the plume from the source 

to zLBOT is reasonably well described by the theory, but above 

zLBOT the physical appearance is vastly different than the theoret

ical picture, In the theory it is supposed that no fluid spreads out 

horizontally above zLBOT' but rather that it all partakes in the 

vertical travel to z . After arriving at this level it is no longer
max 

accounted for in the theory but, in this work, it is suggested that all 

the fluid then reappears, to be distributed horizontally between 

and z' . In this return to the lower level from z , no 
L max 

additional entrainment has been assumed, This suggestion was 

meant to compensate for the extra entrainment which the plume ex

pe rienced when all the fluid was assumed to travel to z What 
max 
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happens in fact, is that the fluid does begin to spread horizontally, 

and the fluid in the inner region of the plume, possessing maximum 

momentum, still continues to move downstream, but entrainment 

seems to be confined to the outer edges. Because of this, the fluid 

begins to return to the horizontal level rather than being distributed 

across the cross section. This allows the inner plume to preserve 

its momentum longer and thus penetrate further. The suggestion that 

the fluid returns to the horizontal layer without additional entrainment 

is still felt to be valid as a first approximation, but the layer is thick

er than hypothesized because of the greater penetration. 

Since the experimental work of Morton, Taylor and Turner is 

of no further use in resolving the comparison of observed and pre

dicted values in this work, other experimental observations were re

viewed. Those of Hart (1961) were the only ones involving non-linear 

density gradients, and only two of his were useful for comparison 

(numbers 29 and 31). His observations are compared with the pre

dictions of this work in Table IV. 
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Table IV. Observed and predicted values of Hart's 
experiments. 

RUN 29 RUN 31 

15 5.8 

8000 3100 

0. 80 meters 0. 68 metersObserved zLBOT 

Observed z surface (1. 08 meters) 1. 03 meters 
max 

0. 752 meters 0. 760 meters 
0 (zLBOT 

Pr~d1ctedi 

t 
0 

" 
(c-.ll6),z 0. 941 meters 0. 868 meters 

\.max 

0. 776 meters 0. 772 meters 
0 LBOT

Pred1cted 

(c =. 085) c)z 1. 04 meters 0. 904 meters 
max 

From this comparison it is seen that predicted results under

estimate the penetration even when the entrainment coefficient is re

duced sufficiently to allow the predicted and observed values of 

zLBOT to roughly correspond. Run 31 is the only case observed 

where the experimental value of zLBOT was less than the predicted 

value. In this case the reduction of c to 0. 085 causes the predict

ed value to be even less accurate but still does not provide a satis

factory estimate of z These results also are the best evidence 
max 

to show that the ratio of z can be a constant valueto 2 LBOT 

only for the case of a uniform gradient from the source to z . 

max 

max 

These ratios for cases 29 and 31 are 1. 25 and 1. 12 respectively, and 
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are the consequence of a long distance of travel through an essential

ly uniform environment before encountering the severe gradient close 

to If situations arise where there is an inflection point in
ZLBOT" 

the density profile, this ratio can become very large. 

In regard to the entrainment coefficient, the information ob

tained for the laboratory studies suggests that c should be much 

smaller if the model were to describe Independent ve rifi

cation of this would have been possible if samples of the plume had 

been obtained at successive axial distances and analyzed for dilution 

of the tracer. This was not done in this study, so any speculation on 

c is limited to forcing c to achieve the observed values of zLBOT" 

The confidence which could be placed in such an estimate of c 

would be very limited based on five observations with a variability as 

large as what was observed here. A measure of variance is demon

strated in Table III (page 133) where the predicted value of z 
LBOT 

is expressed as a percentage of the observed height. It is possible, 

though, as Abraham has postulated (1963) that c is not independent 

of N' but must be chosen on the basis of N' and then adjusted
F F 

through the course of travel as the values of buoyancy and momentum 

change. Abraham also argues that the value c = . 116 which Mar-

ton chose, would have been appropriate for N' = 0 but should be
F ' 

. 081 for N' = oo . While the experimental results for Runs One,F 

Two and Three suggest changing c in the direction argued by 
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Abraham, the value of N' for these runs hardly justifies going as 
F 

far as c = . 085. Also, the N' values for Runs Four and Five 
F 

bracket those above and from these results the argument is not en

hanced at all. There may be some justification in disregarding Run 

Five completely as it was observed to be not truly turbulent even 

though the Reynold's Number was 2600 at the source. Apparently it 

is necessary to use a larger value to assure this, say 5000, as sug

gested by Rouse, Yih, and Humphreys (1952). 

Figure 32 is provided to support the claim that in this work the 

observed values were not grossly time dependent and that the plume 

was not adversely affected by the side walls of the tank. There was 

some small variation in the maximum height over the several minute 

run, but this seemed small compared to the diffe renee between the 

predicted and observed values. 

Some discussion of the method of solution of the equations is 

also warranted. As shown in Table II some variation exists in the 

predicted results depending on the number and location of the seg

ments chosen for the analysis. These are: 

(1) Round off errors when final values are computed for one 

segment and used to start the solution for a new segment. These do 

not tend to accumulate on either the low or high side, and are rela

tively small. 



Figure 32. 
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(2) Accepting the computed flow parameters at the end of a seg

ment when either the integral or the upper limit in Equation III-45 is 

within plus or minus one percent of the desired value. Again these 

are not biased, but since the buoyancy term appears to the second 

power and the momentum term to the fourth, the errors are magni

fied for the start of the next segment. 

In comparing lines one through seven of Table II, reducing the 

number of segments and increasing their length both seem to cause a 

reduction in the range being from . 2 78 meters to . 316 

meters. This would probably not be acceptable for anything more 

than a rough approximation, but is undoubtedly due to the second item 

listed above and could be easily rectified in a more sophisticated 

computer program. For instance, the acceptance regions could be 

reduced to within one tenth percent and the segments could be chosen 

on the basis of the rate of change of .d or some combination of 

terms which influence the rate of change of -;{ . 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS 

The study showed that Morton's equations probably underesti

mate the penetration of a forced plume in a linearly stratified environ

ment, His equations can be solved in a way which allows them to be 

applied to successive linear segments approximating a non-linear 

density profile, The best estimate achieved is that of the position of 

the bottom of the horizontally spreading layer, although estimates of the 

top of the layer, the maximum penetration, and the volume flux into 

the layer are also given, Differences of close to 20 percent in the 

best estimate were obtained by selecting various segments for the 

same problem, and variations of about 20 percent were found between 

observed and predicted results, thus for any one problem, a single 

solution may provide an answer which contains a large error. 

The method of providing similarity between physical model and 

prototype based on the equations of motion was a convenient way of 

selecting problems for comparison of the mathematical and physical 

models, In addition to showing that similarity requires equivalence 

of the densimetric Froude Number, this method also shows that the 

ratio of the vertical density profile, dp /dz, to the horizontal den
s 

sity difference per unit width of the jet, (p -p.)/D., must be the 
s J J 

same for model and prototype. On purely physical intuition it seems 

reasonable to accept that the density differences must be scaled in 
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proportion to the geometry of the model. 

The mathematical model for the lower part of the plume seems 

to be fairly applicable but an empirically derived value of c should 

be determined based only on this lower portion and based on a large 

range of values of N'. A more descriptive model should be sought
F 

for the upper portion of the plume so that three-dimensional flow can 

be considered, perhaps at the expense of precise consideration of en

trainment, using as initial conditions the solution for the lower plume. 

When this is done, refinement of the computer solution for the lower 

plume would be in order. 
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APPENDIX I 

Relation of r to z. (see also p. 31) 
0 

The profile for v was specified as 
z 

-r 2/r 2 
v = v e o 

z zct 

hence, 

-r 2/r 2 
1/e = e o 

which requires that r = r • 
0 

The expression is more commonly written as 

2 2 
-br /z

v = v e 
z z4;. 

where 

r =z/-.[b
0 

The value of b was experimentally determined as 80, hence 

r =O.ll2z 
0 

.., ..,,,, 
From the definitions of r 

'•' 
and z , the ratio 

0 

r 
0 

2cz 
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and with the above result, r =.ll2z, 
0 

..t.. ,,_. . 0559r ·•'jz'•' = 
0 c 

,,... ,,... :::::: 

The authors then determined r .,,/z''' near z = 0 by numerical 
0 

integration of the dimensionless equations and found the ratio to be 

. 6. Using this result and solving for c, 

c = . 0559/. 6 = o. 093 

The authors state that the photographs of the experimental plumes 

may be used to measure a radial distance and a vertical distance and 

these values when converted to dimensionless form also yield 0. 6 

for the dimensionless ratio r ':'jz':'. 
0 
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APPENDIX II 

Relation of D. to zV. (see alsop. 31) 

Now if 

r = D.l2 
e o J 

-r 
2I r 

2 
v 1100 =v e e o 

Zt{_ z-t 

-r 
2I r 

2 
lllOO = e e o 

and 

r 
2I r 

2 =4. 61 
e o 

r = 2. 146 r 
e o o 

D.l2 is substituted for r in the above expression and 
J e o 

r = D.l4. 29 
0 J 

In Appendix I it was shown that 

r lz = 2cr >!~lz~:< = ll-.[b 
0 0 

rlz=.ll2 
0 

and the same ratio is assumed to apply back to the virtual source, 

hence 

zV =D./(4. 29)(.112) =D.l.48 
J J 
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APPENDIX III 

Conservancy Equations for Gaussian Flow Profiles. (See alsop. 90) 

A. Conservation of Volume: 

By hypothesis: 

00 

d( \ 21T rv dr) = 21Tr dv dz 
jo z o zt 

a.nd assuming 

-r 2/r 2 
v = v e o 

z zct. 

00 2 2s -r jrd (21TV re o dr) = 2Tir cv dz 
z 0 zt

0 

2 
d(v r ) = 2r cv dz 

Z( 0 0 Zi 

B. Conservation of Momenturn 

By hypothesis: 

= (S 
00 

21T.6prdr )dz 
0 

and assuming 

2 2 2 
-r /A r = ~ Pt e o 

and v as before, 
z 

2 2 2 2
d(2pv r ) = .6p A r dz 

zt o 0 
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C. Conservation of Mass 

By hypothesis: 

00 

d(\ 2rrrv (p.-p)dr) = 2rrr cv (p.-p )dz
jo z J 0 zt J s 

~ 2 2 2 2 2 
d( \ 2rrrv .6pJ- e -r /ro e -r /A ro dr) = 2rrr v (p.-p )dzJ

0 
z t "' o z t J s 

and 

00 r 
0 

= d(2rrv .6p \ re dr)
zt ( jo 

2 
r 

0 
= d ( 2 rrv .6 pt 

2
z{ 2{1+1/A ) 

whence, 

2 -1 2 
d[ (l +1/A ) rrv .6 p ~ r ] = 2rrr v ( p.- p )dz 

z{ "' o o zt J s 
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APPENDIX IV 

NOMENCLATURE 

0
T temperature, C 

H heat, kilogram calories 

Abraham's reciprocal Froude parameter 

t time, seconds 

3 
p density, kilograms/nl 

z depth, or vertical distance, n1eters 

r radial distance, meters 

3 
volume, meter 

3 
Q volume flux, m /sec 

parameter, equal to Qj TT 

v velocity vector, m/sec - direction specified 

v component of velocity, m/sec 

z p pressure, kg, /m sec 

dimensionless coordinate, 

dynamic or absolute viscosity, kg./m sec 

2 
v kinematic viscosity m /sec 

A ratio of density profile to velocity profile 

2 
E eddy diffusivity, m /sec (coef. of turbulent mass transport) 
m 

2 
g acceleration of gravity m/sec 
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N'
F 

a 

a, b, c, 6 

w 

s 

s 

6 p 

dilution, volume of mixture per volume of jet fluid = QjQ. 
J 

independent parametric variable for stratified environment 

ps- p in mixing region 

B 

z p 

F 

G 

y 

w 

K 

J 

NR 

T 

a buoyant force parameter 

original height to point p = p zT/ C 

modified Froude Number 

2
force per unit le'lgth, kg/sec

2 2
Weight density, kg/m sec 

3
weight deficiency flux from source, kg m/sec 

parameter, proportional to w 
p .· 

J 
dimensionless thermal stratification index 

4 2kinematic momentum flux m /sec 

parameter, proportional to ..,[K 

Reynolds number 

eddy viscosity, m 
2 

/ sec (coef. of turbulent momentum 

transport) 

mixing length, m 

shear, kg/m sec 
2 

apparent Froude Number, densimetric Froude Number 

-1 r
angle of spread from jet = 2 tan ( -) 

z 

constants, except in Abraham's work 
w -w w -w 

s =-..:s:....._relative concentration =--
w -w 

s j 
L\W. 

1 

p - p T -T 
s s---,--

t.p. t.T. 
1 1 
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2 
eddy conductivity, m /sec (coef. of turbulent heat transport) 

q heat flux, kg-cal/sec 

1 
R value of r at which v = -v meters 

z 2 z, £ ' 

k coef. of heat conduction, kg-cal/ 
0 

C m sec 

c heat capacity at constant pressure, kg-cal/kg 
0 

C 
p 

Np Prandtl Number, cp!-L/k 

NPe turbulent Prandtl number, ejeH 

2 u variance of distribution of values 

flow parameter for stratified environment: i.e., CY j: ,Jcr 2 

D diameter, m 

N turbulent Schmidt Number, e/em
Se 

overbar: variable in parenthesis is time average 

overstar: variable in parenthesis is dimensionless ratio of 

variable to standardized variable. 

-2
relative buoyancy gradient, sec 

h thickness of horizontal mixed layer, m 

M mass flux, kg/sec 

y dummy variable 

r Dimensionless parameter representative of effects of mo

mentum, buoyancy, and mass fluxes in a uniform 

environment 

t in Morton's work; parametric dummy variable 

:::;: oy r (not time) 
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beta function 

z dimensionless distance in uniform environment measured 
u 

from virtual source 

constant of integration 

control surface 

Subscripts 

z in the z direction, or at point z when the distinction is clear 

on the centerline, or axis 

i initially 

in the jet or at the orificeJ 

s surroundings, or when used with z, to indicate scale 

r in the radial direction 

max maximun1 

B transition from jet momentum to buoyant control 

e reference to top layer, or epilimnion 

L reference to center of mixed layer 

T/C thermocline 

p average density in horizontal section at T/C 

L' reference to top of mixed layer 

LBOT refe renee to bottom of mixed layer 

0 outer edge of mixing region 

E reference to turbulent conditions 
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v reference to virtual source 

standardized variable: defined in each case 

u uniform density in surrounding fluid 

c refe renee to core of jet 

surf reference to surface of water 

bot reference to bottom of reservoir 

t transition to new density gradient 

+I- transition from + to - entrainment 

M model 

p prototype 

E entrainment 
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'1 IILQI)/1 =Y*T 1 
RfTU~· 

4 IF(~ - ~"!~ , ... , 7 
c; no 6 r.= , 1 

~ Y=Y+A21 l*!FITO- Tl*X21Kll+FIT +ll*X21Klll 
GOTO 3 

7 no 8 , = 1 , ? o 
8 Y=Y+A4!Kl *<F<TO - Tl*X41KJJ+FCTO+Tl X4l~ll) 

GOTO 3 
FND 

'(TJO' Sl' PF<Xl 
SIVPF = SQRT(X/ . 41 
r- t [) 

F'l 'CTIO:-.j F!Xl 
qF1\L JDl 
C 'ION J;)l , JL>l , JLA , ,LA : OLM>i 
F=IX*X*Xl/S kTIQ . 4*( IX~A~S<XJ*w4 · l-l~ut*A0~(JUll~n4 • llT ~ulx~ull 
F 1"\ 


